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COMMANDER
domain advice for SACEUR and the
Joint Forces Commands. Our mission
is critical for NATO Land Forces
Readiness.

“The strength of a
nation is not only
measured by the
size of its economy
or the number of its
soldiers, but also
by the number of its
friends.”
-NATO Secretary General Jens Stoltenberg,
April 3, 2019 in a speech to the U.S. Congress

In early August I had the distinct honour
of taking command of LANDCOM.
That day I told the SACEUR, General
Tod D. Wolters, that he has my total
commitment to continued enablement
of warfighting readiness, land power
expertise, and teamwork to provide
vigilant and ready land forces for
deterrence and defence of the Alliance.
We remain ready to take the lead in
Multi-Corps ground combat operations,
providing mission command and land

The first major tests of our mission,
under COVID constraints, are the
two Combat Readiness Evaluations
(CREVAL) scheduled for Allied Rapid
Reaction Corps (ARRC) and NATO Rapid
Deployable Corps Turkey (NRDC-TUR)
for their respective roles in the NATO
Response Force (NRF) 2021. In June,
LANDCOM staff leveraged available
technology to connect “virtually” with
ARRC to administer Phase III, the Corps
Planning Process (CPP), as they work to
be the first warfighting Corps held at
extended readiness since the Cold War.
By all accounts it was a success, and I am
absolutely confident ARRC will be ready
for their final CREVAL certification in
November during Exercise LOYAL LEDA
20. The same goes for NRDC-TUR as
they prepare for their role as part of
the NRF. NRDC-TUR just completed
their Crisis Response Planning (CRP)
phase this September in preparation for
the final certification exercise during
Exercise Steadfast Jupiter-Jackal 20 in
December.
You’ll notice in this edition of Land Power
a focus on NATO Partners, Ukraine
and Georgia. In early September, we
traveled to Tbilisi for our second round
of staff talks with Georgia’s Ministry
of Defence Land Forces leadership.
This event strengthened the already
strong partnership we began forming
back in Spring, 2019, a partnership that
becomes even more relevant as NATO
begins to focus more intensely on the
Black Sea region. We also are pleased
to feature a section on Ukraine, a
nation of strategic importance to NATO
and the Alliance’s newest Enhanced
Opportunities Partner. These articles
come directly from Ukraine’s Ministry
of Defence, and feature significant
changes in their force structure;
the importance of Rapid Trident as
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Ukraine’s annual flagship, multilateral
exercise alongside NATO nations; and
a historical account of the long-running
information war Russia has waged on
Ukraine since the 1990s.
In the past six months we’ve seen
changes in leadership at Multinational
Division Southeast (MND-SE) with
Brigadier
General
Cristian
Dan
replacing Major General Iulian Berdila.
Additionally, NATO Rapid Deployable
Corps Greece (NRCD-GR) welcomed
Lieutenant General Dimitrios Koukkos
who replaced Lieutenant General
Konstantinos Koutras. We offer a warm
and heartfelt welcome to these new
leaders, and a fond farewell for the
outgoing commanders.
I am humbled and excited to join this
outstanding command and be a part
of the strongest and most successful
Alliance in the world. At the heart of
any nation’s military is the Land Forces.
In NATO, our job is to enable the
heartbeat of these forces for readiness,
and this critical work is never done.
With everything we do, we must always
ensure that the 18-year-old soldier
at the other end of our echelons has
everything they need to fight, win,
survive and return home safely. We owe
them nothing less! LC

#LandPower!#StrongerTogether!
#WeAreNATO! #ForTheAlliance!
For the Soldier!

ROGER L. CLOUTIER JR.
LANDCOM Commander
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Partnerships need
Friendships
group of professional senior soldiers
brought together by the Defence
Enhanced Education Program (DEEP) to
strengthen Noncommissioned Officer
(NCO) capacity. Along the way we built
friendships through our shared desire
for professionalism and collaboration.
The DEEP team was assembled with the
intent to synchronize a broad spectrum
of training and self-development
programs within NATO.

Our goals were clear.
We were to collaborate
with the Georgian team
and offer suggestions
to maximize efforts
and capitalize on group
experiences to produce
the best plan for the
troops on the ground.
In NATO, partnerships need friendships.
These friendships are earned through
shared experiences and built on trust
and a dedicated effort to learn from
one another. The common thread, in my
opinion, for the NATO Alliance and our
Partners is a will to deter threats that
seek to disrupt our free and democratic
way of life in our respective homelands.
We capitalize on the common bond that
drives us to defend our people.
Prior to my current role as the NATO
Land Forces Command Sergeant Major, I
had the fortune to be part of a dedicated

In 2017, we were invited to join the
ongoing work that the Georgian Armed
Forces (GAF) were doing to overhaul
their Sergeant Major professional
military education. The pooled strength
of the DEEP team, combined with the
extremely motivated and dedicated
NCO Leadership from GAF, got together
to analyze the plan Georgia designed for
the future of the Non-Commissioned
Members (NCM) of their Armed Forces.
The competency-focused endeavor set
out to maximize talents through the
creation of more empowered soldiers, all
with the idea it would ultimately result
in increased interoperability within
NATO and its partners. Our goals were
clear. We were to collaborate with the
Georgian team and offer suggestions
to maximize efforts and capitalize on
group experiences to produce the best
plan for the troops on the ground – the
ones who ultimately deter and defend
threats against the Alliance and valued
partners like Georgia.
We declared success when Georgia
graduated their first Sergeant Major
course in the Spring of 2019. Their
program remains a role model for
future Partner nations to aspire to. The
sharing of ideas and successes seed
our relationship building. Although not
originally a part of the formal DEEP
team agenda, it has become one of
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the most valued outcomes of our time
spent working together.
My days spent with the DEEP team
offered me invaluable relationships and
a network of like-minded friends. By
the time this edition of Land Power is
published, Lieutenant General Cloutier
and I will have already traveled to
Tbilisi, Georgia for staff talks with
their new Chief of Defence (CHOD),
Major General Giorgi Matiashvili, his
Chief Sergeant Giorgi Gogochuri, and
key members of their staff. These
Georgia-NATO Land Forces staff talks
were ambitious and focused on setting
the foundation for a Georgia-NATO
exercise scheduled for 2022.
In my current role as an advocate for
NATO partner and Alliance NCO’s in
the Land Domain, I am looking forward
to further strengthening existing
relationships with warriors I already
know. We’re off to a good start by
building on existing friendships with my
Georgian brothers and sisters in arms.
Strengthening these bonds no doubt
form the basis for an unshakeable
deterrence against our common
adversaries. LC

KEVIN J. MATHERS

LANDCOM Command Senior Enlisted Leader
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ussia’s 2014 incursion into the Crimean
Peninsula and later the Donbass region
of Ukraine marked the beginning of a
conflict that has since claimed the lives
of over 10,000 civilians and displaced
1.5 million.1 While the conflict is largely
considered a stalemate today, shelling
and skirmishes continue there on a regular
basis.
In January of this year, Ukraine published its
vision for their Armed Forces, a document
years in the making. Their principal
objective in reforming their armed forces
is to have all key functions of their defence
forces transitioned to NATO standards. This
vision is part of a reform initiative outlined
in their three strategic planning documents
including their National Security Strategy,
Military Doctrine of Ukraine, and Strategic
Defence Bulletin.
SPECIAL NATO STATUS

Then in June, recognised Ukraine as an
Enhanced Opportunities Partner.2 This status is part of NATO’s Partnership Interoperability Initiative, which aims to maintain and
deepen cooperation between Allies and partners that have made significant contributions to NATO-led operations and missions.
As an Enhanced Opportunities Partner, Ukraine will benefit from tailor-made opportunities to help sustain such contributions. This
includes enhanced access to interoperability programmes and exercises, and more sharing of information, including lessons learned.
Ukraine is now one of six Enhanced Opportunities Partners, alongside Australia, Finland, Georgia, Jordan and Sweden. Each of the
partners has a tailor-made relationship with NATO, based on areas of mutual interest. LC

(1) Global Conflict Tracker, Ukraine. Council on Foreign Relations (2018), https://www.cfr.org/
interactive/global-conflict-tracker/conflict/conflict-ukraine
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THE LAND FORCES OF THE
ARMED FORCES OF UKRAINE*
The Land Forces will continue to evolve so that they should able to carry
out joint operations and to use combat systems in a comprehensive manner.
Armament and materiel of the Land Forces will be developed taking into
account the gained combat experience, requirements of high mobility of units,
independence of their actions and long-range fire engagement of enemy with
precision guided weapons, with missile and artillery troops being their main
carriers.
The main objective of the Land Forces Command will be force generation.
For that purpose the HQ and the Training Command (similarly to TRADOC) will
be established within the Land Forces Command.
The Training Command (TRADOC) area of responsibility will include:
development and implementation of doctrines, manuals, standards of training;
analysis of military experience and combat training;leading of training centers,
centers of units training, equipped with training simulators, training fields;
training of troops and staffs, impartial assessment of its results.
In addition, the Land Forces will form the basis of the state territorial
defence to ensure its functioning both in peaceful time and in a war conditions.
The Land Forces strength will amount up to 50% of strength of the Armed
Forces of Ukraine.
The optimization of the Land Forces strength will be carried out without
reducing the combat capabilities of military units.
The operational (regional) commands’ areas of responsibility will
be specified with respect to threats to Ukraine’s national security. Operational
(regional) commands will be in charge of the territorial defence, mobilization
and reserve training within its area of their responsibility. In addition, the
training process will ensure the capability to provide C2 of the subordinate
and adjusted forces and means in a certain operational area, depending on the
military-strategic situation.
All general military Brigades will be units with permanents combat
readiness, will be manned by trained personnel, supplied by armament and
military equipment.
In order to increase the manoeuvrability of combat Brigades the optimization
of units, their logistic support will be conducted in account with clarified
scales of echeloning of their storages of material and technical assets and
ammunition, ensured readiness of Reserve Corps to fulfil the tasks, which manned
by personnel from operational reserve and supported with all types of armament
and military equipment, stores of material and technical assets and ammunition.
In the medium and long term perspective the number of combat support
units and as well as the number of educational institutions personnel will
be optimized. Also, in the Land Forces there two centers of interdepartmental
training (in Starychi and Shyrokyi Lan) will be functioning.
In total, the Land Forces will consist of:
Operational Commands with subordinate Brigades, Regiments and support units,
required to carry out an assigned tasks; Territorial Defence Brigades — for
carrying out tasks beyond the area of operation; Reserve Corps;Higher military
educational institutions; Training centers (training schools); Centers of troops
training (including interdepartmental) Training fields (ranges).
					
Source: https://defense-reforms.in.ua/en/
(*) Vision						
of the Armed Forces of Ukraine. Ministry of Defence of Ukraine (2020) https://www.
mil.gov.ua/en/news/2020/01/11/the-vision-of-the-armed-forces-of-ukraine/
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THE UKRANIAN
MILITARY:
ALWAYS READY TO
COUNTER ARMED
AGGRESSION ON
LAND, IN THE AIR
AND AT SEA

By Ukrainian Army Lieutenant General Serhii NAIEV, Commander Of The Joint Forces of the Armed Forces Of Ukraine

E

very day, Ukrainian servicemen, both in the rear
area and on the forward contact areas of the Joint
Forces Operation in the Donetsk and Luhansk regions of
Ukraine, consistently prove their ability to conduct military
operations and respond to the armed aggression of the
Russian Federation. Even the coronavirus pandemic, from
which most of the world’s leading nations are suffering this
year, has failed to undermine the operational readiness of
our armed forces to protect and defend Ukraine’s airspace,
land and territorial waters.
And there is good reason for this: We are changing the way
we do business. In fact, the transformation of our command
and control is one of the main focus areas during the reform
of the Armed Forces of Ukraine. The essence of these
significant measures is to achieve a clear division of power
among all military authorities in the command system of our
defense forces.

First Steps
A practical step in the process of large-scale changes was
the creation of new command structures. In particular,
these are the Support Forces Command, the Logistic Forces
Command, the Medical Forces Command, and the Signal
and Cyber Security Command. Alongside the commands
of certain Services and Branches, these new structures will
further develop, train, staff and supply the Armed Forces of
Ukraine.
At the same time, the newly created Joint Forces Command
of the Armed Forces of Ukraine, which is our organization
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We also participated in a meaningful
dialogue with the leadership of the
Netherlands-based Allied Joint Force
Command Brunssum on the study and
transfer of their experiences and their
implementation of theory into practice.
It is very gratifying that officers from
France, the United Kingdom, Bulgaria,
Lithuania and Latvia all took part in this
dialogue.

designed for command and control at
the strategic level, will be responsible for
conducting joint operations within the
territory of Ukraine as well as peacekeeping
operations abroad. The main purpose
of the command is to manage groups of
troops, as well as interdepartmental units
of both the defence and security forces, all
of which now fall under Joint Force control
in order to counter adversarial aggression
on land, in the air, and at sea.
I believe that this innovation is of very
deep importance.
It finally separates
us from the Soviet principles of military
management and brings us closer to the
standards of the armed forces of NATO
member countries. It is the result of close
cooperation with foreign partners and
advisers who teach the Western approach,
as well as the Western way of thinking
regarding the preparation and conduct of
military operations and combat operations.

the division of functions between the
governing bodies that allows us to focus
on the use of the Armed Forces or their
separate components, which, in specific
cases, is used to resolve crisis situations,
eliminate certain local military conflicts, or
repel full-scale aggression by the enemy.
As a staff we held a number of meetings
with foreign partners. In particular, we
visited Supreme Headquarters Allied
Powers Europe (SHAPE) in Mons, Belgium,
the strategic home for NATO Allied
Command Operations. There we met in
person with their Chief of Staff at the time,
General Markus Kneip, his deputies, as
well as the chiefs of each J-structure.

Change: A Critical Task and a Process
Regarding the task of changing the overall
command and control system, our team
of professionals carried out long and
painstaking work on the study of foreign
experience and its adaptation to the
idiosyncrasies and conditions inherent to
the Armed Forces of Ukraine.
First of all, we based our approach on the
tactical and strategic combat experience
of the Ukrainian army. After all, it is
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In addition, during a visit to the
Operational Command of the Armed
Forces of the Republic of Poland and their
Ground Forces Command, we had the
opportunity to gain experience through
discussions with Polish commanders and
senior air and naval component officers,
as well as commanders and senior
officers assigned to their J-structures.
It is a well-known fact that the Republic
of Poland was once part of the Warsaw
Pact and was a satellite of the USSR.
Today, however, it is a full and modernized
member of NATO. This is why Poland’s
experience at this stage of our formation
is extremely important and useful to us
because it is based on the transition from
the outdated Soviet way of thinking to the
progressive and modern Western model.
During this visit we were also very happy
to share with our Polish colleagues our
own experience of conducting the Joint
Forces operation in Donetsk and Luhansk
regions. This made our meeting mutually
beneficial for both parties.
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command in the period from April 2018 to May 2019, was built
on this principle.
Now, taking into
consideration the conditions of limited
information about the enemy and the fleeting situation on
the ground, commanders – not in theory but through practical
experience – make their own decisions using the Commander’s
intent as a guide. They no longer wait for specific instructions,
and subsequently only report on the consistent implementation
of the task and its effectiveness.
Already, this newly created Command of the Joint Forces of the
Armed Forces of Ukraine has achieved strategic status. We only
have to finalize staffing with some specialities to complete the
transformation within our desired timeline.
During the final stages of our transformation we will have to take
part in certain validation exercises and pass a readiness evaluation
to certify our ability to exercise oversight and coordinate the full
capabilities of our Armed Forces in combat and crisis situations.
It is at this time we will have demonstrated we are ready to
perform our functions as a governing body.

Expanding Our Role
Western Ways of Command and Control
Our foreign colleagues have focused a lot on the use of the
Western approach to official military activities called “Mission
Command”, which we first used effectively during the AntiTerrorist Operation, and now are using during the Joint Forces
Operation. The main concept of Mission Command aims to give
broader powers to lower-level commanders to plan and deploy a
unit. However, until 2014 we had the opposite approach due to
the fact that the Ukrainian army was based on the postulates of
the Soviet military school where the highest governing body had
to decentralize almost everything to the commanders, leaving no
room for initiative. It is thanks to the experience shared with us
by foreign advisers that the need to establish the Joint Forces
Command of the Armed Forces of Ukraine was proved.
The Joint Forces Command, which oversees the operation in
Donetsk and Luhansk oblasts, and which I had the honor to

In the future, our General Staff will prepare proposals for the
Commander-in-Chief of the Armed Forces of Ukraine on actions
required to address particular military threat. In accordance with
these decisions, the Command of the Joint Forces of the Armed
Forces of Ukraine will be given assets, as well as tasks to execute
joint operations.
Regarding the Joint Forces Operation launched on April 30, 2018
in accordance with the Law of Ukraine – “On features of the state
policy ensuring the state sovereignty of Ukraine in the temporarily
occupied territories in the Donetsk and Luhansk regions” – and
the Order of the Supreme Commander-in-Chief of the Armed
Forces of Ukraine –”On the launch of the Joint Forces Operation
to ensure national security and defense, repel and deter armed
aggression of the Russian Federation in the Donetsk and Luhansk
regions” – at present the Command of the Joint Forces of the
Armed Forces of Ukraine has been given no authority or tasks
to manage these aspects. This operation is independent and is
regulated by separate legal documents.
It is possible, however, after the completion of
the preparation process, a separate decision of
the Commander-in-Chief of the Armed Forces of
Ukraine will transfer all responsibility for conducting
military operations to us, including the Joint Forces
Operation in Donetsk and Luhansk regions. It is
true, after all, that in the case of abrupt changes in
the military situation around Ukraine, the transfer of
control over the use of troops, forces, joint groups
and units to my organization will be carried out
immediately.
The establishment of the Joint Forces Command
of the Armed Forces of Ukraine is a requirement
for us to modernize into a pro-European thinking
organization that is interoperable according to
Western standards. Thus, we must enter NATO
well prepared with the appropriate theoretical and
practical knowledge to become a full partner. LC
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RAPID TRIDENT:

An Exercise in Strategic Deterrence
By Ukrainian Army Colonel Oleksandr SHEVCHENKO, Chief Specialist, Division of International Training Programs
and Multinational Trainings, J7, General Staff of the Armed Forces of Ukraine

A

and to minimize American presence in the post-Soviet states.

ggression of the Russian Federation against Ukraine, which
started in February 2014 with annexation of Crimea and
continues now in Donbas, has exposed the Western world's critical
vulnerability in the face of Kremlin's power projected "hybrid"
policy. The West, being divided and overwhelmed with internal
problems and external challenges, experiences a critical lack of
unity and concerted actions in terms of Russia, as well as public
comprehension of the nature and goals of the Putin’s regime,
and a fear of a nuclear confrontation with Russia. The threat of
a breakdown of the single "sanctions front" is growing, which the
Kremlin will perceive as impunity and encouragement for further
actions. Thus, the Syrian conflict has proved that the Kremlin's
imperial policy is not limited to the post-Soviet space, and that
Ukraine is only a "transition point", a springboard for further
expansion towards NATO states. The Russian-Ukrainian "hybrid"
war is not a local or peripheral conflict. The Kremlin's aggression
poses a threat not only to Ukraine's statehood, its sovereignty, but
also to the unity of the EU and the political system of Europe in
general. Gradually, there comes the realisation that the world has
never been so close to World War III before as it is now.

Therefore, it is extremely important to find adequate, effective
answers, and form a mutual policy of opposing Russian expansion.
The answer should be clearly understood by the aggressor,
but should not provoke it to further escalation. In this way,
comprehensive support to Ukraine by NATO in these difficult
times is one such responses. In 2016, the NATO Warsaw Summit
approved a Comprehensive Assistance Package for Ukraine, which
provides support and assistance in 13 areas, including active
participation in the conduction of multinational exercises on the
territory of Ukraine. The Rapid Trident multinational exercise
became one of such exercises.
If we look back, it should be noted that such exercises were also
conducted before, but the main idea of those exercises was a joint
training of units of the Armed Forces of Ukraine and units of the
Armed Forces of NATO countries under the framework of the
Partnership for Peace (PfP) program. Over the years the exercise
grew in scope and scale.

The Kremlin’s Goal, and NATO’s Response

In 2009, 775 servicemen took part in Rapid Trident exercise:
275 from Ukraine, 340 from the United States, and 160 from
the United Kingdom. By 2013, the total number of participants
increased to 1,234 servicemembers: 735 from Ukraine, 141 from
the United States and 358 from 10 other NATO nations (Poland,
Romania, Great Britain, Bulgaria, Sweden, Canada, Norway,
Denmark, Germany, and Turkey).

Tactical tasks of Russia's hybrid aggression against the EU are to
gradually discredit and blur the basic European values that unite EU
countries, disorient public opinion, form an influential pro-Russian
lobby in the European establishment, and deepen discrepancies
between European states and EU institutions. In Ukraine, Russia's
tactical tasks are to repel European influence in the post-Soviet
territory, increase the Kremlin's “sphere of privileged interest",
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Russian Invasion

event of aggravation of the situation by the aggressor. One such
tool is the conduct of multinational exercises. It is clear that during
military exercises military groups, together with a headquarters,
are deployed and ready to perform training tasks. And in case
of a crisis, such groups will be ready for combat employment
within a couple of days. This is what deterrence of the enemy
is all about. It’s a demonstration of strength and determination
of intent. Moreover, it is a strong signal that the Alliance and its
partners are moving from political statements to practical actions,
demonstrating unity of their intentions. It is multinational trainings
that are an effective tool for implementing a deterrence strategy.

In 2014, the military invasion by the Russian Federation Armed
Forces started at the East of Ukraine. Despite Russia's attempts
to display it as an internal conflict, the whole world saw that,
even in the 21st century, an open armed aggression against a
sovereign state is possible. The Ukrainian people, who have
declared their desire to join the European system of values and
norms and become a full member of the European Union, paid
and continue to pay a terrible price. The price of this desire,
according to the UN and the General Staff of the Armed Forces
of Ukraine over the period of 2014 to 2019, amounted to 11,140
dead (civilian and Ukrainian military), including 38 children and
the 298 passengers who died in the crash of the Malaysia Airlines
aircraft on July 17, 2014. In total, 12,056 people were injured,
including 128 children. Almost 1.5 million residents of eastern
Ukraine were forced to flee their homes. The infrastructure of
the occupied regions was destroyed, 27 percent of the industrial
potential of Donbass was illegally transferred to Russia, and
Crimea, together with its gas fields, was annexed.

Rapid Trident Now
Consequently, starting from 2014, the annual Rapid Trident
multinational exercise transformed into one of the most powerful
tools demonstrating not only a strong support for Ukraine from
Western countries, but also deterring the aggressor from taking
further steps against NATO, and specifically its member states
along the Alliance's eastern border.

In response to the Russian-Ukrainian conflict, the North Atlantic
Alliance stepped up its support for the development of Ukraine's
security capabilities. NATO has consistently held a clear position
in support of Ukraine's sovereignty and territorial integrity
within recognized borders. Such support comes to the Armed
Forces of Ukraine in a form of providing material and technical
assistance, and advisory assistance and training of units with the
help of foreign instructors. Since the beginning of 2014, Ukraine
has received technical assistance worth 11,274,881 euros from
NATO. Additionally, NATO's task is to curb Kremlin's aggressive
foreign policy against the EU and prevent it from escalating into
an open armed conflict. It is to this end that NATO is implementing
its deterrence strategy.

In 2014, training programs changed from peacekeeping operations
to full-fledged operations - planning and training of multinational
tactical groups to conduct full scope operations aimed at
ensuring security and stabilization of the situation in the area of
responsibility.

Deterrence
For Ukraine, one major aspect of deterrence involves the
deployment of troops (forces) to a specific theater of war with
subsequent conduct of collective (joint) training activities in
order to prepare for the transition to the next stage of conflict
and seizing the initiative. In other words, such a strategy is a
demonstration of readiness to move to larger-scale actions in the
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process. Additionally, the role of
NCOs in personnel management
is growing. On top of that,
multinational exercises help to
increase the efficiency of the
reform of the Armed Forces of
Ukraine, as well as accelerate the
process of implementing NATO
standards in their daily activities.
For NATO, the importance of the
training can be seen in the ability
to conduct collective training of
units of NATO states and partner
countries, demonstrating the
unity in its commitment to
resolutely stand up against
Russia's aggressive policies. For
NATO service members, this is a
great opportunity to learn from
the combat experience of the Armed Forces of Ukraine in their war
with the Russian Federation, and hone techniques of countering
possible actions of the aggressor, including hybrid war elements.

The total number of Rapid Trident participants in 2014 reached
2,164 servicemen: 945 from Ukraine, 354 from the United States,
and 865 from 11 NATO countries and partners (Poland, Romania,
Georgia, United Kingdom (UK), Bulgaria, Sweden, Canada,
Norway, Denmark, Azerbaijan, Turkey). Gradually, the scale of
training grew. After analyzing actions of the Russian armed forces
in the East of Ukraine, the exercises started to follow a specifically
developed scenario of a probable enemy advance (expansion) into
the territory of Ukraine, approaching NATO's eastern boundary.

For the training's strategic value relative to relations between
Ukraine and NATO, deployment of forces and means during
exercises on the territory of Ukraine is a strong signal to the
aggressor that, in the event of an escalation, the price of such
steps will be costly. Thanks to this training, the Ukrainian people
are well aware that they will not be left alone with the aggressive
state, which is the Russian Federation.

In 2020, 6,000 servicemen, 30 units of wheeled vehicles, 23
aircraft and helicopters are expected to participate in the
multinational exercise "Rapid Trident - 2020". The Armed Forces
of Ukraine will commit 4,200 servicemen with armaments and
military equipment. An additional 1,000 soldiers will be from
the United States of America, and 1,000 soldiers from the Armed
Forces of NATO states and partner countries (Poland, Romania,
Bulgaria, Georgia, Italy, Germany, UK, Slovakia, representatives of
the NATO Allied Land Command Headquarters in Europe) and the
Lithuanian–Polish–Ukrainian Brigade (LITPOLUKRBRIG).

Finally, NATO and Ukraine have begun to realize what behaviour
is effective in responding to Kremlin’s policies. The Rapid Trident
multinational exercises series will continue to play an important
role as an element of deterrence of the enemy. The stronger the
Ukrainian Armed Forces become, the less likely it is that Kremlin
will opt for a large-scale invasion of Ukraine. LC

The difference in training this year compared to previous
years is that, instead of practicing defense, multinational
units like LITPOLUKRBRIG will perform an offensive
scenario, which takes into account the current situation
in eastern Ukraine and employment tactics of units of
different services and branches of the Russian armed
forces. LITPOLUKRBRIG is a multinational brigade
consisting of units from the Lithuanian, Polish and
Ukrainian armies first created in 2009. Other countries
are free to join the trilateral agreement.
The value of such exercises for the Ukrainian army is in the
possibility of gaining combat experience from the armed
forces of the world's leading countries and increasing the
level of interoperability. Besides, officers get a chance
to gain experience in the NATO-based decision-making

Photo: Taras GREN
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NATO’s Cooperative 				
			 Security Approach
and Ukraine as a Strong
			 Deterrence Partner
By Dr. Elona Rusi KARACALARLI, LANDCOM G9

A

lthough not a post-Cold War invention, the concept of
Cooperative Security has been frequently used among
scholars and policy makers as part of a broad effort to come
up with new approaches to security in the unstable and
unpredictable world of the 21st Century. Considering today’s
complex challenges and growing interdependence as a result
of globalisation, a comprehensive approach that effectively
combines political, civilian and, military instruments through
cooperation constitutes the most proper approach to providing
and maintaining security.

Cooperative Security – An Evolution

Being relatively new, the theory and practice of cooperative
security has evolved from a liberal approach to a more pragmatic
one. A cooperation based on consultation, reassurance,
transparency, interdependence, and consequently, prevention
of conflict, proved to be too idealistic to cope with tension and
aggression in different parts of the world including the Balkans
and Eastern Europe. Today, cooperative security reflects a more
“operationalised” concept with real use among states within the
cooperative security system.
As put forward by Richard Cohen, Cooperative Security is a
strategic system in which liberal democratic States with shared
values, link together within alliances or organizations through
transparent cooperation and NATO stands as its best practical
example.
NATO’s new Strategic Concept, which was adopted at the Lisbon
Summit in November, 2010, as an integral part of the Alliance’s

o n go i n g
transformation
to
address
effectively
the
emerging
security
challenges,
identifies
“cooperative security” as one of
NATO’s three essential core tasks.
Only through an inclusive network of
partner relationships around the globe and
their concrete contributions can the Alliance best
assure the promotion of Euro-Atlantic security.

Not a new thing

NATO’s cooperation with partners is not something new. It dates
back two decades, when at the London Summit Allies outlined
proposals for developing cooperation with NATO’s former Cold
War adversaries across a wide spectrum of political and military
activities. Since then, partner nations have contributed to
NATO’s core tasks through interoperable military forces to enable
readiness for strong deterrence and defence. Partners have sent
forces to NATO operations and exercises for successful crises
response, and now they have a crucial role in regional security
and stability through continuous enhancement of their military
capacity and capability contributing to the fulfillment of NATO’s
newest task. The link between all three tasks of the Alliance
through partnership activities provides a better understanding
of the complexity of cooperative security.
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“NATO has become the world’s best example
of a Cooperative Security organization”
				

Richard Cohen & Michael Mihalka

Furthermore, cooperative security that incorporates the traditional international security
arrangements of Collective Security and Collective Defense, also adds two new elements, these
being Human Security and Active Promotion and Projection of Stability. This arguably leads to a
balance between hard and soft power within the Alliance. While, obviously Human Security stands
at the center of any international security system built around liberal democratic norms, NATO
has put in place different mechanisms to promote stability in the areas beyond its boundaries,
including the NATO–Ukraine Joint Commission.
Speaking in particular about Ukraine as one of NATO’s strategically important partners – a
front-liner against Russia – does not underestimate the value of all the others when it comes
to enhancement of Euro-Atlantic international and regional security, promotion of democratic
values, and support for NATO-led operations and missions.
It is however worth noting that Ukraine, whose relations with NATO date back to the early 1990s,
have developed into one of the most substantial of the Alliance’s partnerships. Very recently, on
June 12, 2020, Ukraine became one of six countries claiming the title of Enhanced Opportunity
Partner. These nations make significant contributions to NATO operations and other Alliance
objectives. As such, Ukraine will benefit from tailor-made opportunities such as enhanced access
to interoperability programs and exercises, and more sharing of information, including lessons
learned.

Ukraine in NATO

Today, Ukraine has more NATO programmes than most other Partners and aspires to become a
NATO member. In June 2017, the Ukrainian Parliament adopted legislation reinstating membership
in NATO as a strategic foreign and security policy objective.
What led Ukraine towards all those achievements has been a commitment to defend its own
sovereignty. This commitment that did not stop, rather intensified, in the wake of the RussiaUkraine conflict. The Ukrainian Armed Forces were able to maximise their involvement with
Allied Forces during NATO and bilateral exercises in or near Ukraine’s territory. In 2019, Ukraine
participated in 33 multinational exercises, six of which were NATO exercises open to Partners.
The plan for 2020 was for it to participate in 38 multinational exercises, 10 of which were NATO
exercises open to Partners. However, due to COVID-19 restrictions some of them have been
postponed.
Furthermore, Ukraine has continued to support Resolute Support Mission and KFOR, and in
February last year it was recognised as a potential operational partner for NATO Mission Iraq.
Meanwhile, NATO has reinforced its support for capability development and capacity-building.
The Allies continue to condemn Russia’s illegal annexation of Crimea, and its destabilising and
aggressive activities in eastern Ukraine and the Black Sea region.
LANDCOM identifies Ukraine as a prioritised Partner, and its interactions with Ukraine reflect that
importance. Ukraine is a very active Partner in NATO ‘Operational Capability Concept Evaluation
and Feedback program (OCC E&F) for evaluating and certifying units, and LANDCOM has had
a heavy commitment in supporting Ukraine with its OCC E&F program, including in its annual
Exercise Rapid Trident. Additionally, multiple and regular LANDCOM Mobile Training teams
(MTTs) are a visible contribution to Ukraine’s efforts. Ukraine has also prioritised LANDCOM with
the provision of a very experienced staff officer embedded in the LANDCOM headquarters. LC
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INFORMATION
				 WARFARE:
THE BATTLE FOR
UKRAINE
By: Oleksandr Gain and Iryna Moroz, Strategic Communications Directorate,
Office of the Commander-in-Chief, Armed Forces of Ukraine

THE

the Main Base, took this Ukrainian oath, striking a blow to the very
heart of pro-Russian forces. Fortunately, there was no blood shed
at that point, but it only served to increase Russia’s arrogance.

history of events in Ukraine since August 24, 1991
to present day is gaining new meaning in the eyes
of propaganda researchers and strategists. The hybrid aggression
of the Russian Federation against the sovereign Ukrainian state
began, not in 2013 or 2014, but in 1991 with Russia’s domination
in the information space and their efforts at winning the hearts
and minds of the people of an independent country. Today, the
Russian government is only reaping the rewards of its aggressive
information operations, having turned Eastern Ukraine into a flash
point of war and illegally occupied territories. But, are the fruits of
their labor an indication of success? Has their ongoing information
aggression in the military arena been successful enough? We will
try to answer these questions in this article.

In 1993, Russia’s information operations and malign influence
activities grew more complex. According to the Transnistria
scenario, Russian military intelligence began preparing operations
in Crimea to separate the peninsula from Ukraine. This involved
the issuance of Russian passports, transformation of the Black Sea
Fleet Press Service into a means of information warfare against
Ukraine, equipping the military telecentre with modern equipment
specifically to broadcast to the entire peninsula, and coordination
of pro-Russian forces by Russian Naval Intelligence. Soon after this
groundwork was laid, Ukraine began to see the formation of illegally
armed groups. Russian Cossacks and ethno-political organizations
began to appear, such as the Russian Movement of Crimea. This
created many difficulties for Ukrainian military service members
because the presence of these new groups made it increasingly
dangerous for them to be visible around Sevastopol. In fact, it got
so bad that officers of the Ukrainian Navy disguised themselves
with the emblems of the Soviet Navy only to change them back
to Ukrainian after arriving to base. Pro-Russian and Russian media
even began to intimidate the local population of Sevastopol by
mischaracterizing the Ukrainian military as dangerous, warning
they would soon see “combat hardened groups of Ukrainians in
their midst, ones who have experience in the war with Yugoslavia.”

Kremlin’s Scenarios
The first large-scale actions against Ukraine date back to 1992
during the division of the Black Sea Fleet in Crimea. During that
time, as military units and military authorities began taking an
oath of allegiance to the Ukrainian people en masse, the Russian
military began to use aggressive physical actions using military
equipment and personnel against Ukraine.
As with many of Russia’s actions in response, they started small
and gradually grew in scale and intensity. In one early example,
a Russian car equipped with an electronic jamming package to
interrupt communication and intercept radio traffic was observed
repeatedly parking near and circulating around Ukraine’s school for
Naval warrant officers, a military educational institution designed
to professionalize the Ukrainian Navy’s senior enlisted members.
This was during a time when military units and military authorities
were pledging their oath of allegiance to the Ukrainian people
en masse. On July 9, 1992, personnel assigned to the military
commandant’s office of Sevastopol garrison, the command post of

Crimea and Eastern Ukraine were increasingly saturated with
Russian information products for the first several years, but
until 2003 there were no physical actions committed against
the Ukrainian military by Russia. That changed, however, when
in September of that year the Russian Federation began testing
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Winning or losing?

Ukrainian defences. Confident of Ukraine’s inability to respond due
to Russian efforts to demoralize and disorient Ukrainian society,
Russia began building a damn from the Russian village of Taman in
the Temryukskyi District of the Krasnodar Territory to the island of
Tuzla as a way to connect it to the Russian coast. This prompted
Ukrainian politicians to decry Russia’s aggressive actions and deliver
a stark warning to Europe, appealing for the strengthening of the
Armed Forces of Ukraine. Luckily, at that time Russia’s actions did
not result in armed confrontation. The Ukrainian president at
the time, Leonid Kuchma, reached an agreement with his Russian
counterpart, Vladimir Putin, and Russia subsequently stopped
openly aggressive actions against Ukraine – at least until 2014.

Subtle Multi-Platform Media Influence
During the period between 2003 and 2014, while Ukrainians
were enjoying relative peace, their minds were being subtly
and meticulously shaped by a strong and deliberate Russian
information presence all around them. Russian news, television
shows, musicians, cartoons, books, education, social networks,
memes and influencers saturated the media landscape and daily
life to the point that Ukrainians were essentially living the life of
Moscow. No one was immune, not even the Ukrainian military. The
Cadets, a TV series about the lives of Russian teenagers in military
schools, glorified Russian military officers who routinely espoused
the virtues of a better paid and better equipped Russian military.
Looking back, many in the military question whether these Russian
influence operations targeting the Ukrainian military impacted their
ability to act decisively at the beginning of the war in 2014. Luckily,
the Ukrainian Armed Forces were able to hold the line against
Russia after some initial setbacks. But this still didn’t change the
prevailing perceptions among the Ukrainian military of how Ukraine
was faring in the information war.
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In 2019, while talking to
the cadets of one of the
military higher education
institutions, we asked if
they believed Ukraine
was losing or winning
the
information
war.
The answers from the
nearly 100 future officers
were clear: Ukraine had
already lost. Yet, they
were
truly
surprised
when asked why they
still chose the profession
as defenders of Ukraine
if Ukraine was losing
the information fight.
Cognitively,
Ukrainians
still believe in victory and
are ready to fight for their
independence. But their
perceptions, thoroughly
shaped
by
Russian
influence,
compelled
these Ukrainian officers
(and by and large the Ukrainian people) believe the information
war was lost. However, they realize this perception right now
doesn’t necessarily define the outcome of any one battle or
the war. In fact, it only compels Ukrainians to apply counterpropaganda more actively, as well as promote media literacy and
media hygiene, especially in the military.

Narrative attack
Thousands of studies on the spread of Russian Federation
narratives in the information space of Ukraine, across Europe,
and in North America come to a nearly universal conclusion: The
threat of malign narrative to national security is real. Each of the
targeted states experiences a unique narrative attack by Russia
with absurd precision which is only limited by the creativity of
the Russian information forces. By monitoring media and social
networks in Ukraine, we can separate out message topics that
can be grouped into a number of anti-Ukrainian narratives. Since
the beginning of war, target audiences across the spectrum were
pushed to think that “Ukraine is a failed state”, or a “loser state”.
Other unique narratives pushed by Russian-sponsored media
against Ukraine and it’s Western supporters spread accusations of
widespread “Nazism”, dubious claims of failing economies across
U.S. and Europe, the training of Islamic fighters inside Ukraine, and
Ukraine’s involvement with illegal arms trade since 2014, to name
a few. The sad truth is, millions of people around the world seize
on these false narratives and propagate them, including members
of the European Parliament and leaders of some states. However,
despite the massive information campaign pushed by Russian
government-controlled media such as RT, Sputnik, bots in social
networks, and local propaganda outfits, Ukraine has learned from
the threat and mobilized its society against this malign narrative.
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Russia changes strategy

2020 showed that almost one third of Ukrainians believes that
Ukraine benefited from being part of the Soviet Union.

When Russia recognized the growing geopolitical ineffectiveness
of their malign narrative efforts, they launched a new narrative
strategy entitled “building bridges”, whereby Russian politicians
and mass media began calling for re-establishing connections
with Ukraine. “War is war, Crimea is Crimea, but we must build
bridges of friendship, families, cooperation, and economic ties,”
Russia said. All this was reinforced with statements claiming no
benefit for Ukraine and the world to quarrel with Moscow, and
that building bridges was a way to thaw relations made cold due
to their own aggression. Drawing upon the common past Ukraine
shares with the USSR gave the Russian Federation great hopes
that this narrative will be successful. After all, polls from June

However, just like in the case of their malign narratives claiming
Ukraine was a “loser state”, “building bridges” has not provided
results as quickly as Russia desires. The information space, now
filled with new topics reframing the Russia/Ukraine relationship,
has now created a mindset among Ukrainians and others that can
be generalized as “fatigue” narrative. Indeed, after six years of
it, Ukraine and Europe are tired of Russian aggression. “Building
bridges” will only go so far unless Russia ceases all aggressive
actions. But instead of stopping this aggression, Russia still wants
Ukraine to surrender to Russian demands. Surprisingly, Ukrainian
society has not taken the “building bridges” bait, and more often
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citizens who are used to seeing war only in the news are now
talking in Kyiv McDonalds or Lviv coffee shops about how tired
they are of conflict. And in European capitals people are equally
frustrated about the unresolved Russia/Ukraine conflict.
To combat complacency and reignite Ukraine’s passion to
continue the push against Russian aggression, the Ukrainian
military recently designed and implemented a public awareness
campaign across the country. The campaign depicted soldiers
on the frontlines of Eastern Ukraine conveying the message,
“I am not tired, what about you?,” reminding Ukrainian society
all that is at stake. The results proved to be promising and the
effectiveness of Russia’s influence efforts has waned further.
Then the coronavirus pandemic happened, which resulted in a
major setback for the Kremlin’s information war strategists. At
least for the time being.

A Telegram from Telegram
No question, Ukraine is making progress. But Russia hasn’t
quit. As discussed earlier, the range of information influence
channels employed by the Russian Federation remained very
wide until recently. Initially, when Ukraine banned Russian TV
channels and the social networks Vkontakte and Odnoklassniki,
it became quite difficult for Russia to reach Ukrainian consumers.
Lately, however, through its agents of influence Russia acquired
Ukrainian national TV channels and some popular Ukrainian
websites. It has also created thematic groups on Facebook, and
has recently weaponized a very popular messenger application
called Telegram, which broke into the Ukrainian information
space as a covert effort to subtly dictate the Ukrainian political
agenda and influence the population. Since then, various
insights, rumors, anonymous leaks of information, and blogs
of some politicians on Telegram has created the illusion that
ordinary citizens can peep through the backroom of government
actions, become acquainted with government secrets, or see
future political decisions. Whether some, most, or none of the
information propagated by these Telegram channels is true is
beside the point. The real question is the anonymity of it all. Who
is actually managing these accounts? From whose perspective
is it that we are allowed this sneak a peek at these supposed
government secrets? The answer is, it’s nearly impossible to know
for certain who is actually behind these efforts as Telegram does
not require identity verification. But, we can make a reasonable
assumption that Russia and its sympathizers are the ones pulling
the strings.
Absent real accountability, Telegram is a fathomless digital
world for the creation and promotion of information, some of
which is corroborated through traditional media, but suffers no
reputational or legal consequences when it is wrong. This leeway
is how political infiltrators and top anonymous Telegram users
evangelize about things like pending and speculative decisions of
the Presidential Office, false threats to Ukraine from the United
States and Europe, and so on. Needless to say, they rarely if ever
attribute the information sources – these agents of influence
from the Russian Federation – and continue to conduct openly
anti-Ukrainian activities unabated.
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But this doesn’t mean Ukraine hasn’t fought back. Movers and
shakers within Ukraine (people of influence who act in Ukraine’s
best interest) have employed information countermeasures to
correct the record and diminish the effect of Russian propaganda
proliferated through channels like Telegram. In addition, the
communication efforts of the Armed Forces of Ukraine have
clearly reached a new level, which helps neutralize the hybrid
influence of the Russian Federation. However, there is no time
to relax, because the “mutation” of Russian forms and means
of information influence is continuously evolving. The number
of followers on these Russian sponsored Telegram channels,
to include service members, is growing every day. And some
channels publish Armed Forces news regularly, most of which
casts Ukraine’s military operations in a bad light. Without a
doubt, experienced Ukrainian defenders have already developed
immunity to these pro-Russian / anti-Ukraine feeds, but Ukraine
must continue the effort to counter Russian influence through
Telegram and other channels.

Conclusion
Kremlin authorities have been preparing for the war against
Ukraine for decades. They developed a long-term strategy, which
they tested and corrected during operations inside of Ukraine
and in other countries. And, although many experts claim that
Russia’s contemporary efforts are based on the legacy Soviet
propaganda system adapted for present-day applications, no one
can explain why nobody was able to predict, let alone counteract,
these developments.
Fortunately, despite the large scale resources annually allocated
by Russia to strengthen its information influence, Ukrainian
society remains clearly focused on European and Euro-Atlantic
integration and the Armed Forces of Ukraine will continue
to defend our land with confidence. Hence, going back to the
question on the success of Russia’s information war: If the whole
world unequivocally recognizes that it was Russia who illegally
invaded the territory of sovereign Ukraine and has been waging
war in Eastern Europe for more than five years, who is the winner?
At the same time, it is important to understand that Russia and its
leaders are very cunning, fanatically purposeful, and will not stop
because any empire that stops growing dies. Therefore, to believe
their recent talks about peace is folly. It is merely the latest tool
to satisfy their imperial ambitions. The international community
should unite and resist firmly on all fronts, especially on the
information front. This way, in the future, the whole world does
not fall prey to the Kremlin’s propaganda and disinformation. LC

Russia routinely uses its
English language news
sources like Sputnik and RT to
propogate a false narrative in
support its own aims.
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LANDCOM
Land Staff Talks
with Georgia:
Round Two
By Romanian Army Lieutenant Colonel Emanuel MOT, LANDCOM G2

ON

September 1-2, 2020,
Allied Land Command
conducted its second iteration of
land staff talks with the Republic
of Georgia Defence Forces at their
Ministry of Defence headquarters
in their capitol city of Tbilisi.
LANDCOM’s new commander,
Lieutenant General Roger L.
Cloutier Jr. led the delegation.
As a prioritized NATO Partner,
Georgia is a substantial contributor
to NATO-led operations and the
NATO Response Force (NRF).
Georgia continues to support
NATO’s Resolute Support Mission
(RSM) without national caveats,
remains the largest non-NATO per capita troop contributing
nation, and is one of the largest overall troop contributing nations
overall. Georgia has deployed around 850 personnel on a six to
seven month rotational basis to RSM since it transitioned from
the International Security Assistance Force (ISAF) mission in
2014. They first began contributing to ISAF in 2004. In addition,
Georgia has continued to participate in the NRF with one light
infantry company.

LANDCOM’s Continuing Role
The triennial conduct of the NATO-Georgia Exercise (NAGE)
implements one of the Substantial NATO-Georgia Package (SNGP)
initiatives, which aims to strengthen Georgia’s defence capabilities
and ensure that Georgia maintains and further improves its
interoperability with the Alliance. As a result of NATO Command
Structure Adaptation (NCS-A), SHAPE has taken full responsibility
for future iterations, including the next NATO-Georgia Exercise
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conferences, and Main Event List/
Main Incident List (MEL/MIL)
scripting Workshops (WS) prior
to the conference. LANDCOM
also contributed a total of eight
personnel during the execution
of the exercise itself. The total
package
from
LANDCOM
consisted of approximately 270
total days of support.
Letter of Cooperation
Prior to the closing ceremony of
the second iteration of Exercise
NAGE 19 on March 29, 2019, a
Letter of Cooperation between the
Ministry of Defence of Georgia,
represented by Georgian Defence Forces (GDF), and LANDCOM
was formally signed by U.S. Army Lieutenant General J.T. Thomson,
LANDCOM Commander at the time, and Georgian Army Colonel
Nikoloz Janjgava, First Deputy of Georgia Defence Forces
(GDF). This document set the framework for future interaction
between GDF and LANDCOM within the provisions of SACEUR’s
Strategic Partnership Directive. As such, the focus of LANDCOM’s
support to GDF has predominantly been through Mobile Training
Teams (MTTs), as well as the NATO Operational Capabilities

scheduled to take place in 2022, where LANDCOM will also be a
key participant.
LANDCOM already supported earlier iterations of the NAGE
exercises (2016, 2019), primarily through G7 Training and
Exercise branch (TREX), with training and mentoring support for
exercise planning. For NAGE 19, support included participation
(10 staff officers) for approximately 12 meetings, planning
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LANDCOM Commander Lieutenant General Cloutier took
a break from the Staff Talks to watch alongside U.S.
Ambassador to Georgia Kelly Degnan, Georgian Minister
of Defence Irakli Garibashvili, and other key dignitaries
as paratroopers from the U.S. Army’s 173rd Airborne
Brigade conducted a training jump into Vaziani Airfield
in preparation for Noble Partner 20, a Georgian Defense
Force and U.S. Army Europe cooperatively-led exercise.
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training opportunities for Allies and Partner countries, now
and will continue to do so in the future. And the value of these
opportunities will increase when a secure connectivity between
the JTEC and NATO/Partners is established. JTEC is the main
venue to conduct all Operational Capability Concept evaluations
and plays an integral role in the planning and conduct of the
NATO-GEO Exercise series.

Concept (OCC) Programme. Other areas for cooperation include
Headquarters Interactions and Lessons Identified and Lessons
Learned (LI/LL).The Letter also proposed that, in order to plan
future support to GDF, an annual staff meeting should be held.
The Invitation
The spirit of the staff talks was conveyed in the Georgian Chief
of Defence, Lieutenant-General Vladimer Chachibaia personal
invitation letter, stating “discussions and open exchange of views
among the participants will provide further guidance for future
activities and identify specific focus areas of cooperation within
the land domain”.

Substantial NATO Georgia Package in the future
The NAC has tasked the Partnership and Cooperative Security
Committee to conduct a refresher of the SNGP by the end of
2020. The Single Service Commands (SSC) can also support
a more thorough assessment of the JTEC’s near and long-term
capabilities as well the potential to provide more practical training
opportunities at multiple echelons for Allies and Partners in
the future. For this reason, LANDCOM has conducted an initial
assessment on how additional support to the GDF, at both the
operational and strategic levels related to the JTEC, could be
provided through a long-term mentoring relationship between
LANDCOM and the Georgian General Staff.

In his reply, LANDCOM’s former commander, Lieutenant General
J.T. Thomson, said he viewed the talks as “the perfect venue to
build upon on our Letter of Cooperation and also set the conditions
for future collaborations in events like the NATO-Georgia Exercise
in 2022.” The second iteration of meetings did not disappoint.
NATO Interoperability and Capability Building as a team effort
The LANDCOM-GDF Land Staff Talks provided an opportunity for
engagements with the GDF leadership in order to conduct the staff
work needed to identify the best way to enhance cooperation.
Representatives from International Military staff (IMS), SHAPE
Policy Division, and JFTC were invited, but COVID travel
restrictions hindered their ability to attend. Still, together with the
NATO bodies already in Georgia, all parties have contributed and
will contribute to LANDCOM’s interactions at all levels moving
forward in the LANDCOM-Georgia partnership. In-country
NATO bodies like the NATO Military Liaison Officer, NATO SNGP
Core Team, and the NATO-Georgia Joint Training and Evaluation
Centre (JTEC) Team will support going forward by establishing
the atmospherics and developing the situational awareness for a
better engagement with the Georgian counterparts.

Recognising that available resources need to be balanced and
that LANDCOM has an operational role versus other NATO
entities with a more tactical focus, it is important that duplication
of effort is avoided and that NATO achieves both synergy and
efficiency in its engagements with Georgia. This is particularly true
in noting that there already exisit significant bilateral activities
between Georgia and some NATO allies. Thus, deconfliction and
coordination with such programmes as the U.S. Georgian Defence
Readiness Programme (GDRP) is also a key consideration. For an
in-depth assessment, the Georgia Land Staff Talks, past, present,
and in the future, provide an excellent opportunity for all relevant
parties in Georgia. LC

At the same time, the U.S. Office of Defence Cooperation
will connect the GDF to U.S. supporting bi-lateral programs
developed for GDF. The NATO-GEO Joint Training and Evaluation
Centre (JTEC), as a SNGP initiative, already provides practical

For more news on the LANDCOM-Georgia Defence Talks, visit:
https://lc.nato.int/media-center/news
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The Need for Counter Corruption
Measures in Preparation
of, and During
Military Operations

By Mr. Jasper BEERENDS, LANDCOM G9

T

prospects of economic competitiveness. Business is based on
patronage networks, and tight monopolies dominate the market.

he destructive and long lasting effects of corruption on the
functioning of governments, state institutions, societies and
national and international security should not be underestimated.
Countries with a high level of corruption are most vulnerable to
instability, chaos, conflict and war. In fact, 12 of the 15 lowest
ranked countries on the Transparency International Corruption
Perception Index are shown to be scene of insurgencies, extremist
activities or other threats to international security (e.g. Yemen,
Somalia, Syria, Libya and Afghanistan).

Neglecting corruption in military planning and tasking will hamper
the military ability to meet its objectives. Coalition military forces
in Afghanistan were not accustomed to dealing with the issue of
corruption. It was largely considered a development/governance
issue to which no attention was paid, or simply ignored
during ongoing military operations conducted in a nonsecure
environment. It was not until 2012 that mitigation of the impact
of corruption became a line of engagement.

Corruption is often treated as a constraint to, but not a key inhibitor
of stabilization. This perspective however, fails to account for the
devastating impact that corruption has on security overall, as was
pointed out by the former U.S. Ambassador to Afghanistan R.
Crocker who stated, “The ultimate point of failure of our efforts
wasn’t an insurgency; it was the weight of endemic corruption”

Corruption: Where is it happening today?
There are ample number of examples of corruption effecting
societies or destabilizing countries. One example is how Mosul
fell in the hands of ISIS/Daesh; 50.000 Iraqi soldiers assigned to
divisions in Northern Iraq to defend Mosul were on the payroll,
received a salary, but never showed up for work (the so called
‘ghost soldiers’). In Afghanistan, an Afghan businessman who,
while in prison due to his involvement in the Kabul banking
scandal, was awarded a massive government real estate contract.
Lastly, there is Somalia, where corrupt government officials
tolerate illegal activities in return for bribes. Its dysfunctional
institutions facilitate an environment of lawlessness, and
the absence of any form of regulatory framework hinders

This was one of the causes leading to the uprising in Tunisia, which
quickly spread and destabilized other countries in the region and
ultimately led to the civil wars in Syria and Libya. The grim reality
is that most countries in the Middle East North Africa (MENA)
region are failing in the fight against corruption.

- Transparency International Publication: “Corruption threats and international missions”
- NATO Publication: “Building Integrity and Reducing Corruption in Defense – A compendium
of best practices”

It has been estimated that in 2013 the total amount of bribes paid
in Afghanistan exceeded 4 billion U.S. dollars, which is indirectly
an effect of the international community’s (including the militaries)
huge funding influx. In societies where there is economic hardship
for the majority of the population, and where the state-led
development gives place to crony capitalism that benefits only a
small minority, results in a vicious cycle where public money is
squandered and/or diverted to serve the interests of the elite.
Citizens experience a rigged system and lose their trust in the
government, while the elite who benefit strive to maintain the
status quo, power and incentives which, in turn, further corrupts
the system, all in order to maintain their privileges.
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- TI/CIDS/NATO Publication: “Integrity Action Plan – A handbook for practitioners in defense
establishments”
- DCAF/NATO Publication: “Building Integrity and Reducing Corruption in Defense and
Security Sector”
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NATO’s corruption policy

The costs of military operations and the increased cash flow
brought in by military forces, combined with the high demands
of the military for resources (such as fuel), or sustainment
contracts (such as fuel transport) during military operations
are likely to exceed the countries absorptive capacities (as for
example in Afghanistan). This has led to massive injections of
capital in a country which fed warlords and corrupt government
representatives, who controlled the resources.

The NATO Building Integrity (BI) Policy provides clear guidance
on the need for preventive and countering corruption measures
to be incorporated into the Alliances three core tasks. The ACO
Directive on BI provides strategic level direction and guidance
regarding building integrity in the framework of NATO’s three
core tasks and, in particular, on the planning and conduct of
NATO and NATO-led operations and missions. A BI assessment
is to be included in the NATO Crisis Response Planning (NCRP)
process. The identification of corruption facts and risks is also
to be considered within the Comprehensive Preparation of the
Operational Environment. The BI Action Plan consists of a range
of measures to be implemented at political, strategic, operational
and tactical levels. The LANDCOM BI Working Group has been
tasked to ensure a full implementation of the BI Plan.

NATO: Counter-corruption and anti-corruption
Whilst fighting corruption is inherently not a military task,
militaries often operate (under non-Article V operations) in failed
or failing states where crisis are political rather than military, and
where rampant corruption most likely exists at all levels in national
administrations and businesses. Corruption provides insurgents
with financial means. Therefore, militaries should be on guard
against stimulating corruption and take measures to prevent and
mitigate it. Civil-military coordination planners and operators
should continuously work to ensure prevention of spreading
corruption as a result of military operations, particularly in the
field of intelligence gathering, in-theatre contracting, and training
of local military forces.

The NATO Building Integrity Programme
As a key player in crisis response operations, NATO should be on
guard against fueling corruption. Failure to do so will threaten
both the success of the mission and the future sustainability of
the states. The BI Programme was launched by the NATO HQ in
2007 with the aim to enhance the transparency, accountability
and counter and anti-corruption in the defence sector and
affiliated organizations. It focuses on the analysis of corruption
risks in defence sectors and helps design national anti-corruption
programs. The BI policy published in 2016 states that preventing
and countering corruption needs to be incorporated into the
Alliance’s key tasks, from collective defense, to crisis response,
to cooperative security. A Military Concept for BI in Operations
is under development. A BI action plan aimed at integrating anticorruption considerations into NATO’s activities was developed to
ensure full implementation. LC

According to a survey carried out by Transparency International,
people in most countries have a great confidence in their armed
forces⁵. Militaries must therefore constantly strive to build and
maintain integrity, and although the military is not traditionally
the leading agent for counter corruption, it often operates in an
environment where corruption hampers economic development,
affects daily life of a country’s citizens, and feeds the insurgency.
Therefore, the impact of corruption on mission success, and
ultimately the stabilization and recovery of a country, should
never be underestimated.
More information on BI is available at: www.buildingintegrity.hq.nato.int

- Corruption and Conflict: hand in glove by Dr. Karolina MacLachlan(1) Global Conflict
Tracker, Ukraine. Council on Foreign Relations (2018), https://www.cfr.org/interactive/
global-conflict-tracker/conflict/conflict-ukraine
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CORONAVIRUS
					 MITIGATION
							 A LOOK BACK
By German Army Lieutenant Colonel Christian VOGL, LANDCOM GMED

T

he Coronavirus outbreak was
first reported in Wuhan, China on
December 31, 2019. By January 30
the World Health Organisation declared
the outbreak a Public Health Emergency
of International Concern.
When thiw
happened, LANDCOM staff began to more
closely monitor and analyse the ongoing
situation and, alongside our Turkish hosts,
began developing counter measures to
reduce chances of transmission within the
LANDCOM community and prevent the
virus from entering the headquarters. The
outbreak was officially declared a global
pandemic March 11, the same day Turkey
reported its first case. As the situation
developed, preventative measures within
the headquarters were deliberately
escalated and eventually, once rates began
to decrease in Turkey, a guided recovery
phase began.
Physical distancing and reducing transmission
via droplets were the guiding principles of the

preventative measures. LANDCOM initiated
an information campaign to inform staff of
preventative measures that included such
things as hand washing, cough etiquette,
disinfection and protocols to follow in the
event of suspected cases. A dedicated
LANDCOM cleaning team conducted a full
disinfection of the headquarters building and
base facilities on a monthly basis. This was in
addition to increasing the frequency of daily
cleaning in order to remove traces of the
virus remaining on any surfaces.
In order to reduce the density of personnel
in the building and minimise frequency of
contact, staff levels were gradually reduced
to 25-50 percent, with many working
remotely from home. Temperature checks
were taken at the base entry control point
to prevent anyone carrying the virus from
entering the workplace. In the headquarters
the conduct of meetings transitioned from
physical meeting rooms to virtual meetings
via Lync.
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Once the situation in Turkey began to
stabilise with the rates of new cases
declining, the staff began enacting
LANDCOM’s COVID-19 Regeneration Plan
in line with host nation recommendations
and regulations. The staff levels gradually
increased and base facilities were restored
in accordance with analysis of medical and
host nation indicators. Physical distancing
at 1.5 metres, the wearing of face masks,
and vigilance in following preventative
measures such as hand washing remain
essential to protecting the staff.
Throughout the process the health of
LANDCOM staff and their families has
been the top priority and has dictated the
measures taken. Fortunately, LANDCOM
had zero confirmed cases of the virus
among the staff, proving the mitigation
techniques a successful vanguard against
this dangerous pathogen. LC
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group met twice a week, briefing the commander as a result twice
a week, but it unknowingly gave a great deal of visibility to the
challenges that we faced and a great deal of visibility to the decisions
that were made. Everybody understood what was being done and
why it was being done, and I think that was hugely important, again
for the confidence of our people to understand what was being done.

I

n July, Land Power sat down with
LANDCOM’s Deputy Commander,
British Army Lieutenant General
Richard Cripwell, to gauge his thoughts
on how we as the NATO Military
Alliance handled the Coronavirus
pandemic. Here’s what he said.

The commander was very clear
on the tone of how we would
do all business, the importance of
maintaining outputs, whilst doing
everything that we could to ensure
the safety and security of all
people.

LP: It’s been several months since COVID-19 mitigation
measures went into effect in NATO, SHAPE and across ACO,
including here in our own headquarters. In terms of the work
we do within the scope of our mission and the ways we’d been
doing it before Coronavirus, what were your initial thoughts on
our ability to continue our mission under COVID mitigation?

And out of that came our transition plan, a very clear sense of
instructions, of standards, of conditions that allowed us to look
at what was being done at SHAPE, to understand what was being
done by the host nation, and understand the impacts of all of those
decisions on the way in which we did business. So that, when we
were in looking at things, such as increasing our manning looking at
facilities on camp, or many of the things that we do, the process by
which those decisions was made was very clearly understood, the
process by which we would make changes was very clear, it was very
auditable, and people also understood that it wasn’t simply about
opening up. These conditions applied for a myriad of circumstances.

RC: So, I think firstly the way in which the host nation approached
COVID, made some big decisions early on which were focused on
the safety and security of the people here in the country. The travel
was one example, but there are many ways in which the host nation
to a great deal emphasized the safety and security of people here.
Secondly I think the way SHAPE reacted, and the way in which it set
the tone for how the Alliance as a whole would be approaching the
pandemic — the way in which it looked at manning, the
importance of outputs, the vital requirement to maintain
readiness — were all important in themselves, but very
important messages to subordinate commands.
I think within this headquarters there were a number
of things that we did that were important right from
the start. The commander was very clear on the tone
of how we would do all business, the importance of
maintaining outputs, whilst doing everything that we
could to ensure the safety and security of all people. We
were doing temperature testing right from the start for
everybody who came into this headquarters. We made
sure that people had access to the headquarters — the
ones who had to have it in order to do business, and not
just for people who wanted to come here. We regularly
disinfected all of the offices and the entire camp, creating
a safe working environment for our people who had
to come in to work. The mind set of people not being
at home, but being on call reinforced the notion that
everybody had a part to play in maintaining the output
of the headquarters.
An equally important thing that we did right from the
start was to create a working group, based initially on
our national representatives and medical expertise, to
make sure that we as a headquarters understood the
impact that COVID was having on us and how we would
effectively mitigate that. In the early days the working
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And I think that was very, very valuable, again in making the decisionmaking process as clear to everybody as possible.

especially because of the buy in it provided. These were decisions
made where everybody had a chance to be involved.

LP: Now that you’ve seen the plan in action, how do you feel
it’s working? What about the speed of adaption within our
headquarters and across SHAPE/ACO?

LP: What are some of the things you think should be adopted as
a permanent practice as we adapt to a new normal and continue
our vital operations at full operational capacity?

RC: I think it’s worked well, firstly, and most importantly, NATO has
met all of its readiness targets, you know the things that NATO has
to do, the things that NATO is there to do. All of that activity has
carried on. And that doesn’t mean it’s all been straightforward, but
our readiness has never been in doubt, and I think that’s been hugely
important for the credibility of the Alliance.

I’d like to see in the future ways in
which we could effectively operate
from home, if necessar y. Candidly, we
cannot, and I would welcome initiatives
to allow key personnel to be able
to contribute more effectively from
outside the off ice.

Secondly and more parochially, I think that in the headquarters
we’ve learned some lessons, but we really quickly moved on I think
to working in a distributed fashion — both using the Lync system,
VTCs — and the way in which we practiced our business I think has
been successful. We’ve learned a lot about ourselves along the way.
I think now we just want more licenses to be able to do these things,
and I think the way in which, again on the commander’s direction,
we set out very clearly early on the criteria that would allow us to
move through what we called and others called “tiers” of activity.
Nobody had any doubt about the conditions that would be required
to change our manning requirements and other practices, and the
establishment within the headquarters of the working group — based
on the Senior National Representatives and on medical expertise —
to help work through the daily problems was again hugely important,

RC: Firstly, the focus on output is really important. In LANDCOM
people were not working from home, per se, they were on call. So,
whether you were in the office or at home, there was a mind set
that, if you were needed you would come into work and you wouldn’t
be called in if you weren’t required. We didn’t work a shift system,
you were called in if needed. So there’s a mindset in how we do all
business.
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Secondly, I have long believed that travel is important, and face-toface contact is important, but we do an awful lot it in NATO, and I
think we have learned a great deal about how to work effectively
in a distributed mannerm, and I would regret very much if we lost
some of that. I absolutely subscribe to the importance of face to
face contact and so on, but we’ve learned some great lessons about
how we operate in a distributed fashion, and we shouldn’t lose that.
Indeed, I’d like to see the ability to do more of that.
I think I’d like to see in the future ways in which we could effectively
operate from home, if necessary. Candidly, we cannot, and I would
welcome initiatives to allow key personnel, and I don’t mean by rank
or anything, else but just the right people to be able to contribute
more effectively from outside of the office. And I know that’s not
easy, but I’m sure it can be done.

LP: In retrospect, what are some of the ways we’ve been
operating within SHAPE/ACO – some of the things we’ve done
habitually as acceptable standard practices – that have now
proven to be extraneous, inefficient, and counterproductive/
not useful?
RC: Well again I come back to the point about travel. We have, and
this is nobody’s fault, but over the years we have absolutely built

up a habit of the importance of going to each other’s headquarters,
and I think that is important, but particularly working in Izmir, it’s
frankly much more time consuming to travel than it is from some
of the other headquarters, and I think as I constantly remind the
senior leadership here, an invitation is not an order. It’s an invitation.
You can attend in other ways and I think we need to find a way
to facilitate a greater engagement by VTC or other remote ways.
It saves time, it saves money frankly, and I think used correctly it’s
more efficient as well.

LP: Maintaining a credible deterrence and defence will always
require our Alliance to keep our forces at a high readiness level.
What do we do right now in our Alliance as standard practices to
keep these forces ready that are absolutely non-negotiable and
must remain standard practices with minimal to no adaptation
for COVID19? In other words, in what areas do we dare not
compromise?
Well we dare note compromise in readiness and in our credibility,
and I genuinely think the Alliance passed that test. It wasn’t easy,
and there will be a lot of lessons learnt which the Joint Allied Lessons
Learned Center (JALLC) will be capturing in the coming months. But
I think that NATO fundamentally passed the test over being a ready
organization, and I think that is hugely to its credit and hugely to the
credit for its men and women who contributed to it. LC
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CREVAL IN THE AGE OF COVID
By Major Ben Johnston, British Army, LANDCOM G7

IN

June 2020, HQ Allied Rapid Reaction Corps (HQ ARRC)
conducted a Corps Planning Process (CPP) at HQ ARRC
in Innsworth, United Kingdom. This CPP was in preparation for
their participation in EXERCISE LOYAL LEDA 20, where they will
be exercised prior to certification as the first NATO Warfighting
Corps. As part of their certification as a Warfighting Corps,
HQ ARRC are undertaking a Combat Readiness Evaluation
(CREVAL), and the CPP was the initial stage of this process.
This was to be no ordinary evaluation however as due to the
various travel and working restrictions imposed in response to
the global COVID-19 virus pandemic, the decision was made
to conduct the CREVAL remotely during CPP, with evaluators
working from locations in LANDCOM in Izmir, Turkey and at
NATO Rapidly Deployable Corps Spain (NRDC-ESP) in Valencia,
Spain. In addition to the complexity of evaluating from distance
was the fact that this was the first time that an evaluation had
been conducted using the new evaluation approach, which was
finalised with the publication of AFS Vol VII (Jan 2020). This
article describes the methods used to achieve a successful
evaluation phase, and also provides some lessons identified
with regards to the conduct of the new evaluation approach in
addition to those presented from working remotely.

Remotely possible
From a CREVAL perspective, the planning process conducted
by a Corps HQ is an essential step in building the Operational
Staff Work (OSW), which is routinely executed during the
field evaluation (Phase III). This provides the main venue to
evaluate an HQ’s G5 planning team, and is traditionally the
first opportunity for interaction between the evaluators and
the evaluated HQ’s staff. Evaluators will often develop an
understanding of the efficiency of the HQ’s planning process
from observing the various interactions amongst the HQ staff,
as well as listening to the many briefings that will shape the
Commander’s decision making process. As the evaluators
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would have to work remotely from their workstations in Turkey
and Spain, a remote evaluation methodology was devised in
close coordination with the ARRC G7 team based upon the
interoperability tenets of human, technical and procedural
solutions to enable the successful evaluation of HQ ARRC.
The challenges of COVID-19 restrictions presented opportunities
to experiment with new work practices and accelerated
modernisation in some departments. As many in LANDCOM and
other NATO Force Structures (NFS) have adapted to a new working
environment, the prevalence of technical solutions has become
apparent and the use of Microsoft Lync video meetings has quickly
become the norm. This was also to be the case with HQ ARRC,
who conducted the Corps Planning Process in a distributed manner
from across the HQ, using Lync meetings to conduct briefings and
planning sessions to great effect. This provided an opportunity
for the evaluators to dial in to a multitude of meetings from the
relative comfort of their workstations, with the additional benefit
of allowing the planners to conduct their business without the
physical presence of the evaluators in the room to distract them.
Another benefit of working remotely was that a larger Evaluation
Team (ET) presence was achieved throughout the planning process
evaluation than had previously been possible. Whilst listening in
to planning groups and briefings was useful, it was also necessary
to have access to the various publications, SOPs/SOIs, and
OSWs. A technical solution was found to ensure the publication
of products and briefs on the EXERCISE LOYA LEDA 20 Web
Portal. This allowed the ET to examine the products, which in turn
supported the process. Whilst there were some initial troubles
with ensuring that the ET were able to access the necessary
meetings and documentation, a helpful and proactive approach
of push dissemination from the ARRC G5 Chief and Yeoman of
Signals ensured that the ET’s requirements were met throughout.
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as well as
NATO standards.
The observations in turn
require articulation using a new
methodology, and whilst there were
some extremely insightful and valuable
observations made, a key lesson identified
is the requirement to provide a training
workshop to further develop the evaluators
understanding.

The Human Touch

Alongside the technical solutions was a requirement to bring
in several procedures to aid the evaluation process. A daily
synchronisation meeting via Video Telephone Conferencing
(VTC) between the LANDCOM and ARRC G7 teams, along with
Joingt Force Training Centre (JFTC) and NATO Rapid Deployable
Corps Italy (NRDC-IT), provided a forum to address any issues
and requirements at the start of the day. As a planning process
must be flexible to meet the needs of the Command Group, this
early interaction ensured that the ET was kept informed of any
changes to the programme and aware of developments. Due to
two hour time zone differences between the UK and Turkey, it
was necessary to ensure that all meetings were recorded and
uploaded into the portal, which allowed the evaluators time to
catch up the next day. The daily CREVAL brief was also conducted
via Lync and provided a forum to ensure shared understanding,
with the ET Area Leaders’ cross-briefing important observations.

Overall, the technical and procedural
solutions worked well to enable the ET to
gain a comprehensive understanding of HQ
ARRC’s planning processes, however there was a lingering
concern throughout that the focus of the evaluation would
be on the products and not the process. This was mitigated
by HQ ARRC providing the evaluators access to many of the
planning group discussions, which provided them with more
of an insight into the methodology applied by HQ ARRC. The
importance of human interaction is however hard to quantify,
and can often be understated. Whilst HQ ARRC proved
particularly adept at providing access to information sources,
it would often take a phone call or several email exchanges
to assist an evaluator in gaining an in depth understanding
of the HQs processes. The explanation of complex or new
concepts can often be easily explained in person where
physical language and nuances may also be applied, and this
is harder to achieve using technical means.

Conclusion

New approach, new procedures
A major feature of the new evaluation approach is a focus on
gathering and analysing objective evidence to ensure continuous
improvement by informing the evaluated Commander of where
they may need to focus the HQ’s future training programme.
As a result, new procedures were implemented by the CREVAL
team, and this was the first time that LANDCOM evaluators
had completed observation reports related to their assigned
evaluation criteria. In turn, these observations were fed into
the area leaders who assimilated the observations into a Daily
Situation Report (SITREP). Both of these products were uploaded
to a CREVAL portal to build up an observation repository, which
will eventually inform the assessment made by COM LANDCOM
in the CREVAL Formal Report to be delivered upon completion
of the Field Evaluation (Phase III & IV) in November 2020. The
objective nature of this evaluation provides many challenges to
evaluators, with a move away from a checklist mentality requiring
a comprehensive understanding of the evaluator’s subject matter
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After 10 days of intense planning, HQ ARRC presented their
decision brief to COM ARRC and subsequently followed
this up with a comprehensive plan that will be executed on
EXERCISE LOYAL LEDA 20. The planning phase evaluation
was brought to a close with a CREVAL CPP Out-brief led by
LANDCOM DCOS Plans, Brigadier General Alba to ARRC Chief
G7, Brigadier General Adam Griffiths, and his team. From a
LANDCOM perspective. the ‘remote evaluation’ of HQ ARRC
was a remarkable success, with a large and motivated ET
overcoming the challenges presented by COVID-19 restrictions.
The implementation of a new CREVAL methodology was
successfully applied and new procedures implemented that
worked around the challenges presented by working remotely.
The depth of detail and insightful observations made by the
area leaders during the CREVAL CPP out-brief were testament
to the hard work and professionalism applied throughout by the
evaluators and the evaluated entity. This will no doubt bear fruit
when the formal report is presented later this year. LC
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LEADERSHIP

FOOD FOR THOUGHT:
			 A

NCO PERSPERCTIVE
By German Army Master Sergeant Marcus NEUBERT, LANDCOM DCOS Operations Assistant

W

hat is the right way to develop a leader/subordinate
relationship? That is a question I had pondered many times
in my time as an NCO leader in the German Army and here at
LANDCOM. I decided to take a few moments to write down
some of my ideas on the topic and, essentially, provide some food
for thought from my perspective regarding the best qualities in
effective leader and subordinate relationships.
Build Relationships
Next to the amount of personal leader skills, I find that leader
empathy, ethical values, and relationship-orientated behavior
essential for effective leadership in any organization. l find all
these variables are jointly related to the quality of interaction
between leaders and lower ranking members.
In theory, a leader will develop a relationship over time with
each subordinate. The quality of the relationship may vary from
one subordinate to another, but normally when there is higher
interaction in any given relationship there is also a higher level of trust, approval, and respect. And these interactions are not only
limited to business. Conducting business is often the smallest amount of time a leader and subordinate share. It is expected the
subordinate will be more highly committed to the business side of work and be more loyal to the leader when the leader invests in the
subordinate outside of work-related items. In low quality work relationships, subordinates will reasonably only expect they will have
to perform the formal requirements of their jobs.
Communication
On this same token, quality of the communication between leaders and subordinates has important implications for leadership
effectiveness. This means a leader who is able to develop high quality relationships (HQR) with most or all subordinates is likely more
effective than a leader who is unable to develop HQR. Empirical studies have found several indicators of leadership effectiveness. It
was revealed that the more favourable a relationship between leaders and subordinates results in higher commitment and a better job
performance overall.
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Variables
The development of HQR may also be affected by other variables. It may be more difficult for a leader to develop a favorable HQR for
a number of reasons, such as when the team has many members, when the members are only temporarily assigned to the team, when
the members are widely dispersed and seldom interact with the leader, or even when the leader is overloaded with responsibilities and
has little time for interaction with individual members. Leader behavior may also affect the HQR.
In Summary
All these aspects influence, in certain and specific ways, the ability for leaders and subordinates to achieve goals. These facts should be
to taken into consideration in any modern organization. LC
Reference:
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AIR & LAND INTEGRATION
A COMMON BOND WITH THE ARRC’S SISTER SERVICE

By Spanish Army Lieutenant Colonel Fernando FUENTESAL GARCÍA, ARRC HQ

“If we lose the war in the air,

Together, both of these major components of NATO’s force
structure then further combine with the other components: Navy,
Special Forces and Logistics so that the whole contribution NATO
makes for collective defence is greater than sum of its individual
elements and national contributions. Such a complex relationship,
when these components do not routinely work and live together,
has to be worked at with regular determination otherwise we will
be unprepared to adequately defend the NATO area.

we lose the war
and we lose it quickly.”
			

The ARRC has important liaison cells within its full-time
organisation able to knit together these organisations, sometimes
referred to as the “away-team”. NATO air forces are commanded
by Air Command (AIRCOM) based out of Ramstein in Germany.
AIRCOM has their own away team of about ten personnel
permanently assigned to the ARRC to help explain the air force’s
requirements and ease relationships, as they do for all other NATO
corps sized headquarters. In turn, the ARRC’s team is known as the
Ground Liaison Element (GLE), which is a small cell that locates
regularly with AIRCOM to introduce and influence the ARRC
Commander’s requests and plans. Unsurprisingly, the ARRC GLE,
in order to remain fully fit for its role, participates in all AIRCOM
major exercises as a priority, which is about twice per year. This
article explains a little more about this multinational team.

Field Marshal Bernard Montgomery

S

ince powered flight came of age and outstripped the horse in
relevance and numbers in modern warfare, land forces have
developed a deep reliance on their air forces for essential
assistance. This relationship rapidly evolved during World War
II. Ever since then the sophistication and ability of the delivery
of effects from the sky has increased many fold, to the point it
now encompasses space. The principal capabilities and extended
capacity which air forces contribute are categorised as: control of
air and space, transport and movement, surveillance and target
location, and attack from the air. These draw out the unique
characteristics of this mode of warfare, which is an emphasis on
speed, reach, height, ubiquity, agility, and concentration. Together
these are a formidable flexible combination, which land forces
and especially corps like the Allied Rapid Reaction Corps (ARRC)
must be able to access in order to complete our own army tasks,
confident we have above us an umbrella of adequate protection
from enemy air attack. If truth be known, land forces typically
have to rely on air forces more than air forces have to rely on
land forces, especially if land forces need to exert influence at
maximum range before the enemy can directly affect them.

From April 29 to May 10 of 2019, AIRCOM conducted their annual
internal exercise known as RAMSTEIN AMBITION (RAAM 19)
held at their home base. For this event they were being assessed
by NATO to be the Air Component Command for exercises
throughout 2019 and 2020. Exercises which will also affect the
ARRC.
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also have to be included in the ATO such as air-to-air refuelling
demands and where they will all return to; as well as do they have
secondary roles to perform. The management of the airspace, so
that collisions do not occur, is also required to be one hundred
percent correct and that too changes constantly. Every twentyfour hours it is refreshed, a new one published and so on. It
makes running a major international airport, which has largely
predictable activity like Heathrow look comparatively simple. This
ATO begins with overall direction in the Strategy Division (SD). It
is then reflected in the Air Operation Directive (AOD) and then
matures for a few days in the Combat Plans Division (CPD). It is
in the CPD where ARRC representatives explain, in detail, the Air
Support Requests (ASR) the Army is asking for and what we need
them for. Subsequently, we continue to refine our requests during
the remainder of the planning process before its approval at the
ATO release brief.

For RAAM 19, a small group of seven staff members from the ARRC
headquarters, the UK Joint Force Air Component, EuroCorps and
Land Command (LANDCOM) went to Ramstein in their usual roles
to be part of the principal training audience as advisors for land
forces. The Ramstein Ambition series is an annual opportunity to
train and practice the nuts and bolts of Air Land Integration (ALI)
using a fictitious but demanding scenario based on real life events.
Additionally, the GLE requirement offers a low-cost opportunity
for all other NATO Corps High Readiness Forces (Land) to improve
their own understanding and experience, in an inclusive culture of
continuous improvement.

GLE overview
The GLE is comprised of Army officers from their parent corps
who place themselves within the overall AIRCOM headquarters
team responsible for the mammoth task of planning and
organising the complicated groupings of aircraft and how they are
prioritised. There are about seven-hundred airmen and women
called up to fulfil all these tasks, which are detailed, numerous
and ever changing. The core element of this team is known as
the Joint Force Air Component (JFAC). Army officers occupy key
positions throughout the heart of this JFAC in the various air force
divisions and branches where their specific knowledge of how
land forces operate, helps to drive realism and the tempo of the
overall exercise. Otherwise false lessons would be identified and
erroneously learned.

The GLE role relies on mutual trust and the firm relationships
of building trust over the years working alongside air force
colleagues. The Ramstein Ambition series of exercises form the
bed rock for this success.

The importance of Air Land Integration and Multi –Domain
Operations
Over the last few years, ALI has been a regular topic in NATO
exercises. Today, it is framed in the LANDCOM Joint Fires and
Targeting Strategy. Increasingly, the ARRC understands our
contribution is increasingly part of a multi-domain solution,
rather than simply making the interface between Air and Land
Components alone work better. The Multi-Domain idea, which

Army members track and influence the Air Tasking Order (ATO)
planning process. This is a huge undertaking which can be
regarded as an enormous live spreadsheet showing where every
aircraft is, where it is going and with what on board. Any specifics
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which is especially applicable to air forces with their fundamental
reliance on top-end technology. It focused on a major campaign
against a fictitious but believable near-peer enemy of NATO. It
continued the adjustment of focus away from counter-insurgency
operations to large-scale warfighting with the very different
constraints, risks and restrictions that would characterise such
conflicts.

EXERCISE TRIDENT JUPITER 19-1
Exercise TRIDENT JUPITER, which was held in November 2019,
was the biggest ever computer driven Command Post Exercise
conducted by NATO. It brought together the component commands
of the NATO Response Force (NRF) 2020, Naval Striking Support
Forces NATO (STRIKFORNATO), and multiple Nations to promote
military interoperability and hone joint warfighting skills through
realistic training from headquarters locations all over Europe to
ships operating in the Mediterranean. It was the first time the GLE
team consisted of members from other corps’ together with the
highly professional United States 19th Battlefield Coordination
Detachment fully integrated together as army personnel, as well
as then with the JFAC air force staff.
Over a concentrated two-week period working in close proximity,
we learned a huge amount from each other and revised and
improved our internal way of working, while at the same time
providing our best support possible to the Eurocorps Commander
who was the army commander for the exercise.

includes the other previously mentioned components is nothin new
but does reflect increasingly contemporary reality; to recognise
other dimensions at play including cyber, space and the power
and range of information. The role of the GLE becomes even more
relevant with the rapid and continuous integration of capabilities
necessary in all domains, the electromagnetic spectrum (EMS) and
the information environment.

A general paucity of NATO GLE permanent staff and possible
future scenarios where NATO forces may work closely alongside
United States armed forces both in their NATO and National
roles, makes this kind of integration both a great experience
and fundamental to foster good relations as the launch point for
future engagements.

EXERCISE RAAM 19
The 2019 RAAM 19 was deliberately orientated by the AIRCOM
Deputy Commander in this contemporary operational thinking,
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CONCLUSION
Over the last few years as major operations in Afghanistan have
drawn down, there has been an increasing concern about the
importance of Air Land Integration. The threat is now much broader
and takes in a much more difficult range of threats across many
more domains. Exercise participation by the ARRC GLE has gone
some way to address this through betterment in understanding
and thus a more active and beneficial contribution made to
seminars and shared experience at conferences. AIRCOM, as the
unique reference for NATO Air power, offers us clear guidelines
about how the GLE members must integrate with them. It is also
clearly understood what kind of input and information is needed,
and in which Division or Cell these must arrive and when. This
sets the ATO planning cycle off for the best chance of success.
On the other side of the coin, we find a number of HRF corps
with differing views about the central importance and role of a
GLE and the effort that has to be dedicated to man, educate and
train. This is essential as the ARRC’s mission success is based on
the mutual knowledge and the trust gained over many years of
persistent engagement with the air force, and increasingly with
experts in the other domains. LC
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Concepts, Plans, and Deterrence:
A Retrospective Look at
NATO’s 1967 Strategic Concept
By US Army Lieutenant Colonel Stephan PIKNER, LANDCOM G5

AS

comprehensively frame the Alliance’s approach to deterrence
and defense. Entitled Overall Strategic Concept for the Defense
of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization Area, MC 14/3 would
serve as the foundation for Alliance efforts against the prevailing
threat of the Soviet Union for the remainder of the Cold War.
While in the intervening five decades the Soviet empire collapsed
and NATO adapted to myriad of new challenges while doubling
in size from fifteen to thirty members, the process of developing
and implementing MC 14/3 still yields important insights for how
NATO should defend and deter against threats to its constituent
Nations’ nearly one billion citizens.

NATO continually strengthens its primary core task
of collective defence, lessons from the past may shed
light on how best to organize for the future. While there are
important differences between the Cold War threat of the Soviet
Union and the security challenges facing the Alliance today, the
history of NATO’s 1967 Strategic Concept and its subsequent
operationalization may serve as a helpful guide to the creation
and implementation of such a concept in the future.

NATO’s 1967 Strategic Concept
On December 12, 1967 NATO’s Military Committee (MC) adopted
a Strategic Concept that sought to coherently, concisely, and

Rereading MC 14/3 half a century later is a fascinating study of
how much has changed and how much remains the same. The 1967
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“History doesn’t
repeat itself,
but it does rhyme”
Mark Twain (supposedly)

keen to exploit their adversaries for own advantage and thereby
strengthen their own position as a world power. This included
attempts at fracturing the unity of the alliance through a mix of
military, political, economic, and ideological efforts. In echoes of
how Russia operates today, Soviet policy at that time was based
on five key pillars: economic means, political means, propaganda,
subversion (including the spread of communist ideology and
export of arms and materiel), and military power³.

Strategic Concept sought to provide for the security of the “North
Atlantic Treaty area primarily by a credible deterrence, effected by
confronting any possible threatened or actual aggression, ranging
from covert operations to all-out nuclear war, with adequate
NATO forces.”¹ While in the two decades immediately following
the fall of the Berlin Wall NATO largely focused the core tasks
of cooperative security and crisis response, the Alliance’s 2010
Strategic Concept reinvigorated the Alliance’s third, and primary,
core task of collective defence as its greatest responsibility. Central
to that collective defence is an emphasis on “deterrence, based on
an appropriate mix of nuclear and conventional capabilities” as the
core of NATO’s strategy².

To counter this threat, MC 14/3 focused on flexible and credible
options for escalation against a Soviet-initiated attack. In the
Military Committee’s words, “the deterrent concept of the Alliances
is based on a flexibility that will prevent the potential aggressor
from predicting with confidence NATO’s specific response to

In 1967, as MC 14/3 was adopted, the Soviets were seen as
(1) North Atlantic Military Committee, MC 14/3: Overall Strategic Concept for the Defense of
the North Atlantic Treaty Organization Area, (12 December 1967).

(2) NATO: Strategic Concepts, webpage, updated 1 June 2018.
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General Lyman L. Lemnitzer, Supreme Allied Commander (SACEUR)
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aggression
and
which
will lead him to
conclude
that
an
unacceptable degree of risk
would be involved regardless
of the nature of his attack⁴.” If
deterrence failed, the 1967 Strategic
Concept proposed three broad military
responses to aggression: direct defense,
deliberate escalation, and general nuclear
response. Importantly, MC 14/3 did not
delve too deeply into the “how”. Instead,
its cogent appreciation of the Soviet threat
and a broad description of how the Alliance
should deter and defend against it served
as an enduring foundation for detailed
planning efforts that followed.

Implementing a Strategic Concept,
Then and Now
Remembering the old adage that one
“never steps in the same river twice” is
central to the implementation of any
strategic concept. What made MC 14/3
an enduring, and valuable, document was
a shared understanding of what it was not.
The 1967 Strategic Concept acknowledged
that operational and tactical constraints,
restraints, capabilities, and balances
will ebb and flow, and therefore did not
attempt to be overly prescriptive. While
the broad description of the Soviet’s
preferred approach and the outlines of the
Alliance response helped scope detailed
requirements for planning and resourcing
a military response, these details remained
separate from and subordinate to MC
14/3 itself. The value of this distinction
endures; a division between any Strategic
Concept and its detailed implementation
is particularly important during persistent
competition below the threshold of armed
conflict. Such persistent competition is
a dynamic seen today, and in many ways
echoes the relationship between NATO
and the Warsaw Pact through much of
the Cold War. In contrast to campaigning
through armed conflict, where a defined,
achievable military end can be achieved,
strategic competition below the threshold
of war is an enduring, interactive dynamic
where both sides continuously adapt and
shift their approaches and postures in an
attempt to gain an advantage that in turn
enables other elements of national power⁵.

The implementation of any strategic
concept therefore requires continual
readjustment and adaptation. In contrast
to an ends-focused approach that balances
ways and means to achieve a prescribed
endstate, in persistent competition NATO
must instead continuously seek and
maintain a position of advantage relative
to its potential adversary⁶. This position
of advantage is not aggressive—it simply
denies NATO’s adversaries the ability
to use military threats to underwrite
other activities intended to fracture the
unity of the Alliance and undermine the
sovereignty of its constituent members⁷.
Importantly, peacetime competition is
never militarily “won”—an endstate is never
reached. Rather, through the continued,
demonstrated ability to counter adversarial
efforts to undermine the Alliance, such
a strategy deters overt aggression and
minimizes the benefits of militarilyunderwritten subversion⁸. Through the
Cold War, this was accomplished through
the continual adaptation of containment,
an approach which deterred Soviet military
aggression and allowed the inherent (and
unsolvable) moral, social, and economic
contradictions of Communism to result in
its ultimate collapse⁹.
Deterrence in peacetime competition is not
a military endstate that can be achieved
with finality, even given unconstrained
resources. Rather, it is a continuously
shifting perception in the minds of our
competitors—a perception of NATO’s
military capability and its willingness to
collectively use force in defence of any Ally.
This perception evolves as the appetite for
risk, military capabilities, and assumptions
about NATO’s resolve and capabilities are
assessed and reassessed by our potential
adversaries. Military operations during
peacetime competition that probe for
weakness in both capability and resolve
are a pattern of competitive behavior
that has reemerged in the past decade.
While fixed in purpose, such probing is
variable in its nature, intensity, and timing.
Therefore, for deterrence to be credible
it must continuously adapt to ensure that
such probes are met with ready, capable,
and relevant force that demonstrate the
Alliance’s ability and will to defend against
aggression.
In the late 1960’s the implementation
of MC 14/3 was outlined in a series of

(4) MC 14/3: Enclosure 1, page 10

Enduring relevance
In contrast to the Strategic Concept
itself, which remained valid from 1967
through the remainder of the Cold War,
the detailed, subordinate operational
plans and associated force posture were
updated routinely. The broad description
of the threat to the Alliance laid out in
1967 remained both valid and relevant
throughout this period, largely due its
explicit elevation above the operational
and tactical levels of war. The operational
and tactical level planning, however,
was updated and revised continuously
as the competitive balance between
NATO and Warsaw Pact forces shifted.
This stratification between concept and
plan ensured that NATO’s approach was
both coherent and flexible. Rather than
attempting to be the end-all, be-all of NATO
planning, the Alliance’s 1967 Strategic
Concept was an explicitly bounded
but enduring concept that served as a
capstone underneath which detailed plans,
exercises, capabilities, and posture could
be developed, revised, and integrated in
a coherent manner. As the Alliance adapts
to the ever-evolving threats of the third
decade of the 21st century, understanding
the hierarchy and delineation of strategy,
concept, and plan that was laid out over 50
years ago in MC 14/3 remains a valuable
guide. LC

(7) Valery Gerasimov, “Thoughts on Future Military Conflict”

(5) US Joint Staff Doctrine Note 1-19, Competition Continuum, (3 June 2019)
(6) Richard Berkebile, “Military Strategy Revisited: A Critique of the Lykke Formulation,”
Military Review online exclusive (May 2018)

subordinate plans and concepts that built
the deterrence needed to ensure the
security of the Alliance. The measures to
implement 1967 Strategic Concept were
detailed in a 1969 Military Committee
document, MC 48/3, entitled Measures to
Implement the Strategic Concept for the
Defense of the NATO Area. This document
expanded on MC 14/3 and provided roles
and tasks to the commands that made up
NATO at the time. In the land domain,
implementation focused on the defence of
the Central Region of West Germany, the
Netherlands, Belgium, and Luxembourg,
particularly “the North German Plain,
[which is] particularly favourable for the
enemy to make maximum use of armoured
and mechanised units.” Similar detailed
planning considerations in all domains
and all regions were identified as direct
outcomes of the 1967 Strategic Concept
and in turn formed the basis for operational
plans and force posture.
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(8) Valery Gerasimov, “The Value of Science Is in the Foresight New Challenges Demand
Rethinking the Forms and Methods of Carrying out Combat Operations”
(9) John Lewis Gaddis, Strategies of Containment: A Critical Appraisal of American National
Security Policy during the Cold War, (Oxford University Press, 2005).
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French “LECLERC” battle tank

By British Army Captain Johan KJELLGREN, COM ARRC Aide de Camp, HQ ARRC

“After World War III, two Russian tank
commanders share a lunch in postwar, occupied Paris. One of them turns
to the other, “Oh Ivan, I’m curious. Do
you know who won the air war?”

The pacing threat. Russia’s T-72B3 represents the pacing threat.
It is mobile, well-protected, and lethal. It features the Arena-E
Active Protection System (APS² – more on this later) which
provides soft and hard-kill counter-Anti-Tank Guided Weapon
(ATGW) and Rocket Propelled Grenade capability. It also features
Kontakt-5 Explosive Reactive Armour, upgraded fire control and
targeting systems, a new engine, steering system, and better
radios. With its relatively light weight (approximately 45 tonnes
vs. the Challenger 2 at 80+ tonnes) and ability to snorkel to a
depth of five meters, it has better operational mobility than NATO
Main Battle Tanks (MBTs). Above all, it exists in large numbers
alongside an abundance of other, high-quality Russian MBTs. It’s
estimated that Russia fields nearly 1,000 modern MBTs³ in the
Western Military Distric alone, and another approximately 2,000
across their total force4 – all with the flexibility and infrastructure
to redeploy rapidly. These threats are not limited to Russia alone.
Russia is an enthusiastic exporter of tanks, ready to equip willing
buyers. China is actively expanding and upgrading its armoured
fleet. And Daesh, they used captured Russian-made MBTs in Syria.

Introduction
COVID has shown what happens to countries that fail to prepare
for the worst. If we, the European members of NATO, wish to
protect our interests and influence – and avoid war – we must
maintain sovereign and credible military capability, with the
power to deter our potential adversaries and inspire confidence
in our Allies. A credible armoured¹ capability – within an enabled
and robust combined arms order of battle (ORBAT) – is central to
a credible military capability. Such a capability is a prerequisite to
the luxury of competing in the liminal space.

Situation: Potential Adversarial Forces

Lest we forget. Russian military thinking subordinates information
operations to the application of hard power⁵. Information
operations, offensive cyber capabilities, economic sanctions,
and soft power all contribute to effective deterrence. But
they are force multipliers for hard power and not its enablers⁶.
Although they have developed innovative and threatening nonconventional capabilities and methods, Russia and China are
pursuing a twin-track approach. “We can’t simply stop building
ships or buying tanks and aircraft and go fully asymmetric instead,”
said David Kilcullen in his book Dragon and Snakes. “If we did that,
we would soon be outclassed conventionally, making war both

Investment and export in armour amongst our potential adversaries is
significant and growing. Our potential adversaries recognise that there
are no other battlefield capabilities that can deliver the dedicated
(to the ground commander), 24/7, all-weather effects that heavy
armoured forces provide. Russia has repeatedly demonstrated their
intent to exploit the utility of heavy armoured forces. They used it in
Chechnya, Georgia, Ukraine, and continue to us it in Syria. Russia, and
other potential adversaries, continue to invest in their modernisation.
The majority of NATO’s potential adversaries continue to retain and
modernise tanks and tracked Infantry Fighting Vehicles (IFVs).
(1) The terms armoured infantry, armour, and heavy armour are used interchangeably to refer
to armoured (main battle tank, infantry fighting vehicle, and armoured cavalry) capability. The
terms do not refer to medium weight capabilities such as Stryker brigades and other NATO
equivalents.
(2) For the purposes of this note, APS and DAS (Defensive Aid Suite) will be used

interchangeably.
(3) T-72B3, T-80, T-90. Numbers of the advanced T-14 are unknown but likely to be small.
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(4) Deduced from Harris, Catherine and Kagan, Frederick W. (2018) Russia’s Military Posture:
Ground Forces Order of Battle, ISW.
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Russian “T-72B3” battle tank

in a conflict in Eastern Europe. The first principle of deterrence is
the primacy of cognitive effect⁸: Deterrence is psychological. And
there is no doubt that our potential adversaries think in terms of
heavy metal. Armour, therefore, is key to our credibility.

more dangerous and more likely⁷.” Moreover, the West starts at
a disadvantage in the grey zone, given our commitment to the
rules-based international order. New domains such as cyber and
space complement – but do not replace – existing ones. An army’s
core business is the application of violence in the Land Domain;
for all the emphasis placed on multi-domain operations, we must
not lose sight of this.

Armour is important to maintaining U.S.-European relations. The
ability of NATO’s European Allies to field armoured force elements,
when coupled with sovereign divisional level of command, enables
European allies to play an influential part in operations. It is a key
part of the U.S./European military relationship. Of note, in the
2019 U.S. Army Modernization Strategy, Close Combat Platforms
sit second in the U.S.’s priority list for investment⁹. Therefore,
by continuing to invest in armoured capability and maintaining
coherence with the U.S., European allies are able to exert influence
in Washington, and indeed, Moscow and elsewhere.

Credibility, deterrence, and armour
What is a credible military capability? In short, for the purposes
of this article, a credible military capability is one that deters
our potential adversaries, on its own or as part of an alliance. A
capability that deters our potential adversaries is also credible
to our allies. Conversely, a military that is seen to insufficiently
shoulder the burden of deterring our potential adversaries, is not
credible to our Allies. Nuclear weapons are a blunt instrument,
and they work in deterrence only insofar as non-nuclear (i.e.
conventional) escalatory steps are in place below it. Armour is an
integral part of the conventional deterrent. Without armour, the
nuclear deterrent lacks coherence as part of a graduated response.

Europe cannot – and must not – rely solely on the U.S. for armour.
We must think realistically about the future of the transatlantic
Alliance To do otherwise would be excessively optimistic.
Domestic as well as geo-politics is straining U.S. and European
relations. The recently announced U.S. drawdown in Germany is
yet another milestone in the U.S. pivot towards China. As a result,
there is one single U.S. armoured brigade left in Europe to face
down Russian armour. We cannot not rely on it alone to provide
Europe’s armoured deterrent. By one estimate – made before the
COVID crisis and President Trump’s announcement – excluding
the U.S. contribution there is already a shortfall across NATO’s
European members of 2,500-3,750 MBTs in the event of a conflict
with Russia in the Baltics¹⁰. This gap is likely to widen. We should
not hope that others will fill it.

Without credible conventional deterrence we will find ourselves
competing at a severe disadvantage – and armour is central to
conventional deterrence. If the Alliance is to retain its global
influence, able to protect its values and its members, then it is
imperative that NATO’s forces are structured to deliver a credible
deterrent effect. The collapse of a credible conventional deterrent
has severe consequences. Take, for example, the Korean war when
North Korean T-34s drove light UN forces all the way to the Pusan
perimeter. They were eventually stopped by overwhelming U.S.
air and naval gunfire support – neither of which would be available
(5) Giles, Keir (2016) Handbook of Russian Information Warfare.
(6) Watling, Jack (2020) By Parity and Presence: Deterring Russia with Conventional Land
Forces, RUSI.
(7) Kilcullen, David (2020) The Dragons and the Snakes, p.223.

(8) Watling, Jack (2020) By Parity and Presence: Deterring Russia with Conventional Land
Forces, RUSI.
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The importance of a balanced Order of Battle (Orbat). Why
the major European Allies (UK, Germany, France) must each be
capable of fielding an armoured division. An armoured brigade
can deploy independently on joint medium operations. Under
a sovereign, multinational or Alliance divisional headquarters,
an armoured brigade can also deploy on Warfighting-at-Scale
operations. However, experience from Kosovo and Iraq suggests
that deploying a single armoured brigade for potential or actual
warfighting is inefficient for a number of reasons:

The challenges of interoperability. Where sovereign shortfalls
in armoured capability are made good by allies, the attached
armour will never be as effective as an organic capability working
as part of an indigenous combined-arms team. Tanks add true
value to an all-arms grouping. National armies do well at allarms grouping and interoperability at battle group and brigade
levels. They are less effective at interoperability with other NATO
partners. Furthermore, it is hard to envisage one Ally entrusting
the command of their armoured forces to another without
sovereign armoured forces under their command. They would
not be shouldering the burden of operational activity (including
casualties), and the credibility of the ‘unarmoured’ Ally’s two-star
command to lead multinational armoured forces runs the risk of
being diminished if its commanders and staff had limited or no
experience of operating armour.

It requires disproportionate logistical support – almost
as much of the command and control and combat service support
of a division – while producing a fraction of the combat power.
It requires a level of integration with its host division
from another nation which is difficult and expensive to achieve
(the counterpart to the preceding discussion on interoperability).

What is a credible armoured force? The interdependence of
credibility and deterrence has been demonstrated. The ability to
constrain an adversary requires the credibility to fight, and a weak
armoured capability could leave NATO unable to prevail against,
and therefore deter, a peer adversary. A credible armoured
capability can be thought of in terms of:
Technology. Obsolescence is not an option given our
lack of mass.
Mass. It is difficult to define what number of armoured
vehicles is credible. Small numbers carry obvious risks. Firstly,
our forces could simply be bypassed. Secondly, it poses problems
for force generation, operations, and operations support. Thirdly,
there comes a point when a platform is held in too small a number
to risk losing.
Willingness to use – and lose – our forces. This is
not purely a political issue – risk aversion remains prevalent
in European armies. It is true that our people are our greatest
strength. But from a pure deterrence perspective, constantly
repeating that message signals loss-aversion to our potential
adversaries¹¹.
Relevance. Forestalling Russian ‘Fait Accompli’
operations requires us to be physically present to deter. Armour
must either be forward mounted in high-risk areas, or we must
do more to enable strategic and operational mobility. The NATO
enhanced Forward Presence has arguably proven its worth in this
regard.
Force structures. Effective grouping of armour is key –
this is discussed in the next section.
So what number of tanks represents a credible force? This point
can be debated, but what is certain is that shrinking our armoured
capability – while Russia upgrades and expands theirs – erodes
our credibility.
(10) Barrie et al (2019) Defending Europe: Scenario-Based Capability Requirements For
NATO’s European Members, IISS, dated April 2019.
(11) Bronk, Justin (2019) The Weakness of ‘People’ in Deterrence, RUSI.
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mobile, protected, dedicated, and precision direct fire capability¹².

It lacks the independence and self-sufficiency to be able
to choose its tasks to match the level of risk anticipated by its
government (e.g. the disaster that befell UK 29 Brigade in Korea
resulted in the formation of the Commonwealth Division).

Armour is a totemic element of hard power, but it has utility
across the spectrum of conflict. Armour has the highest levels of
firepower, protection, and tactical manoeuvrability of any land
capability. It provides shock effect at great speed and lethality
in the attack. It is heavily protected and can survive in the most
contested environments, capable of holding ground 24/7 in any
weather. The tank is psychologically imposing, physically dominant,
and capable of highly destructive, precision (and therefore
discriminatory) direct fires. The primary purpose of armour is to
engage and defeat peer and peer+ adversaries directly through
Close Battle. But its effects have utility across the operate and
fight framework too, as historical analysis demonstrates.

With regards to structure, multiple elements capable of a range of
tasks clearly provide the commander with more tactical options,
than two elements with dissimilar characteristics. The same applies
at brigade level – a 1,2 (triangular) brigade is a weak construct –
weaker still if on its own.

Why armour matters
There is clear evidence that having armour when the enemy does
not, or possessing superior armour to the enemy, conveys a battlewinning advantage in ground manoeuvre. Most recently, this has
been demonstrated on a number of occasions in the Ukraine, but
also by the Israeli Defence Forces in the Gaza Strip in 2014 and
2019. Armour is the only arm that provides 24-hour, all weather,

The wages of Defensive Aid Suite (DAS). MBTs are the only
decisive, assured, anti-armour close combat system. Studies
conducted by multiple NATO partners have shown that kinetic
MBT main armament is the only weapon effective against DAS
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(12) Wheeled vehicles cannot meet the key requirements for close combat against a peer
enemy: wheeled tank killers achieve neither the accuracy nor the level of protection of tracked
tanks; and wheeled IFVs are unable to optimally combine the requirements of: medium calibre
lethality, capacity for dismounts and high levels of protection and mobility. Attack helicopters
are effective tank killers but have limited protection, endurance and are not all weather.
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platforms. But looking beyond 2030, what form should future
armour take?

in both defence and attack. All threat MBTs, and many threat (in
particular heavy) Infantry Fighting Vehicles will likely be equipped
with DAS in future. Given the proliferation of top-attack ATGWs,
the logical development for future DAS is to provide full top
hemisphere protection.

Convergence towards 50 tonnes. We are no longer defending the
Fulda Gap. We must therefore prioritise operational and tactical
mobility over protection. Modular (and eventually electric) armour,
DAS, rubber tracks, and lighter, more efficient power trains should
help reduce the weight of future MBTs down from the 80+ tonnes
deployed weight of some NATO tanks. Conversely, lessons learned
in the Ukraine, Gaza strip, and elsewhere argue for heavier IFVs
and Armoured Personnel Carriers, based on a common chassis
(per the Russian T-15 and Israeli Namer).

Armour is future-proof. The tank has existed in virtually the same
form since its invention in World War I – in essence, an armoured
box on two tracks with cannon(s). Every army that has tried to
get rid of it has reversed course. Those facts are testament to
its conceptual durability. Moreover, there is little evidence that
the technological paradigm shift required to render it obsolete
will occur within our lifetimes. Indeed, DAS has heavily tipped the
scales in favour of armour. Armour is also the arm best suited to
providing ‘mothership’ capability in the Land Domain as armies
automate in the coming decades. Network-enabled MBT and IFV
with digitised turrets, using current and future communications
and information systems, will deliver information and decision
superiority for tactical commanders. Armoured digitization confers
tempo by enabling targeting from advantageous positioning on
the battlefield.

DAS. APS – ideally capable of defending against top-attack
munitions – should be fielded as widely as possible.
Kinetic energy weapons. Given the protection afforded by systems
such as DAS and explosive reactive armour, the future force must
mount the kinetic energy weapons required to defeat it. This may
take the form of 130mm+ calibre weapons, or improved projectiles.
Future platforms must be designed with this requirement in mind
– we cannot wish away the diminishing effectiveness of ATGW.

There is clear and enduring evidence that armour is and
will continue to be an essential integral part of the combined-arms
package. The battlefield is an increasingly complex interaction
of many systems, their human users, and the environment; and
maintaining a credible force necessitates a system-of-systems
approach. This requires a robust and flexible mixture of Intelligence,
Surveillance, Target Acquisition, and Reconnaissance (ISTAR),
lethal weapons that will overcome modern countermeasures,
and the command, control, communications, and computer (C4)
capacity to coordinate them. There is no doubt that money will be
short in the coming years. Armour sits as a (relatively expensive)
bid alongside a number of other urgent capability requirements.
Nevertheless, existing armoured modernisation programmes
must be protected if NATO Allies are to maintain an indigenous
armoured capability, and stay competitive in the coming decade
and beyond.

Common platforms. The Alliance fields a bewildering variety of
armoured platforms. This is a perennial complaint that is unlikely
to be resolved given national defence industrial priorities.
Nonetheless, individual member states at least should seek
to reduce the number of platforms in the next generation of
armoured vehicles. The Russian Armata series provides a guide.
This is key to driving down procurement and running costs. It
improves operational and tactical mobility by guaranteeing that all
vehicles in a given formation can travel at the same speed, and by
reducing the logistic tail of deployed formations. It also satisfies
the requirement for heavier IFVs.
Automation. Increased automation and the advent of unmanned
systems suggest MBT crews could be reduced from four to three –
and perhaps further. However, the cognitive burden of fighting on
increasingly ‘informationalized’ battlefields lends itself to retaining
a larger crew. Four-person crews have traditionally been preferred
for their endurance and ‘fightability’. It is unclear that a smaller crew
is cheaper, and it may be a false economy. Manned/Unmanned
Teaming promises much – but may prove a distraction from the

The shape of things to come: Future armour
The Russian GPV programme (and before that, Israel’s conservation
of its Centurion tanks) shows what can be achieved with old
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COVID-crisis are being felt, and the moment will resonate long into
the future. The rivalry with China has likely entered
a new, more dangerous

core business of maintaining a credible armoured force, particularly
given the financial conditions imposed on many NATO armies.

What is to be done?
Conclusions. To protect the
Alliance’s interests and values,
we must deter our potential
adversaries. To deter, we must
be credible. To be credible,
NATO must field a credible
armoured capability within an
enabled and robust combined
arms ORBAT. Europe should not
expect the U.S. to underwrite its
security, particularly given the
challenges posed by the rise of
China. Emphasising grey zone
competition sees us venturing
onto a conceptual battlefield
defined by Russia, China, Iran
and others, developed by them
to counter Western superiority
in the traditional domains.
Ceding ground in the traditional
domains to contest a space
in which the West starts at a
disadvantage is a risky strategy.
An army’s unique selling-point
(versus other instruments of
state power) is its ability to
survive in a contested land
environment and deliver lethal
force. Armour is central to this
pitch. If we never have to use
it, armour will have done its job:
So much of its value lies in its
deterrent effect. And if we do, having armour will save lives and
deliver victory.

eFP Latvia “LEOPARD 2” “CHALLENGER” & “PT-91“ battle tanks

phase, and hastened the emergence of the Russia-China axis.
Post-COVID, many European member-states will both be poorer
and less safe. We ought to spend more money on defence, but
there will be less money to do so. During this time, we must resist
the temptation to cut expensive heavy formations and exploit the
fact that borrowing costs remain at historic lows. Investment in
defence generally – and armour specifically – will yield a return
much sooner than we think. LC

Postscript: A warning from recent history. There are clear chains
of causality that link the Great Recession of 2008-09 to the many
security crises that followed, not least the Russian invasion of the
Ukraine in 2014. Even now, the unforeseen consequences of the
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The ROC Drill:
A Crucial Mission
Command Tool

By US Army Sergeant First Class Thomas LEOPARD and Lieutenant Colonel Andrew GAMBLIN, LANDCOM G2

IN

late February 2020, LANDCOM conducted the first large
scale Rehearsal of Concept (ROC) drill since late 2017 when
they rehearsed potential actions related to the implementation of
enhanced Forward Presence (eFP) in the Baltic Sea Region. The
February ROC drill brought together leaders from LANDCOM and
the subordinate Corps designated to fight together in an Article
5 driven Major Joint Operation+ (MJO+) scenario during Exercise
TRIDENT JUPITER 19-02. Over 150 personnel from LANDCOM,
Allied Rapid Reaction Corps (ARRC), NATO Rapid Deployable
Corps Italy (NRDC-ITA), Eurocorps, and Multi National Corps
Northeast (MNC-NE) participated in three separate events over
the span of two days, which allowed all those involved to gain
a better understanding of how the entire force would execute
potential military operations.

What is a rehearsal?
A rehearsal is “a session in which a staff or unit practices expected
actions to improve performance during execution.” Rehearsals
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enable units to visualize critical actions or functions prior to an
operation. As leaders step through the entire fight or select critical
actions, Commanders are able to clarify intent and confirm that
efforts are sufficiently synchronized. Rehearsals can take many
forms depending on the time and resources available, but a full
ROC drill with a large enough terrain model or map for leaders to
immerse themselves in the environment provides the Commander
an in person platform to convey intent and guidance directly to
subordinates. This kind of rehearsal best enables the participants
to visualize the terrain, enemy, and friendly units arranged by
military action in time, space, and purpose, but other methods
such a virtual ROC Drill by video teleconference or collaboration
tool may be sufficient in a time constrained environment.
The rehearsal is a coordination event, not an update to the Mission
Analysis brief nor a wargaming session. Commanders wargame
during the operational or tactical planning process to evaluate
potential course of action, while the rehearsal is meant to practice
the selected course of action against a defined adversarial
environment. While there is room for minor adjustment or
amendment of the plan, and units can also rehearse branches
or sequels if time permits, the goal remains to synchronize final
details. Rehearsals are a stage managed walk through of the plan;
the intent is not to identify new factors nor rethink the plan or
argue about the assessed adversary actions. It is key to allocate
enough time to conduct each rehearsal by developing and sticking
to a regimented outline. The time required will vary depending on
the complexity of the mission as well as the type, technique, and
level of participation in each rehearsal. Units conduct rehearsals
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LANDCOM took advantage of our newly renovated LANDCOM
Izmir Hall which provided enough space for not only the large
scale map needed to rehearse across a vast area of operation, but
also to arrange stadium seating that provided good visibility for
more than 100 participants at a time. Building in a sound system
and other automation allowed us to project not only the ROC drill
as it happened, but also appropriate accompanying documents
like the Synchronization Matrix and Decision Support Matrix used
to frame the operation. Our terrain model kit came together in
a short time, but still required much coordination ahead of time.
Units are recommended to have a standing set of material to
support a ROC Drill appropriate to your echelon. Wood cubes,
pawns, overlay material, various colored tape and other items are
essential to provide the team developing the terrain model/map
the ability to represent not only the environment, but also the
Battle Space Management layers across multiple functions.

at all levels using the most thorough technique possible given the
time and resources available. In February, LANDCOM decided
to not only conduct a full rehearsal with all subordinates on a
physical terrain model, but also to conduct two separate functional
rehearsals. Prior to the combined arms rehearsal, key leaders and
staff from LANDCOM and the subordinate Corps held separate
events to synchronize Intelligence, Fires, and Sustainment as
essential elements of LANDCOM’s role as the Multi-Corp Land
Component Command (MC-LCC). Each of these events allowed
functional staff specialists to visualize and synchronize their areas
of responsibilities and enabled them to present only the key
elements during the combined arms rehearsal in order to allow for
a focus on manouvre.

Preparing for the rehearsal
Planning for, setting up, and controlling a rehearsal involves the
entire staff, and preparation ahead of the event is imperative
for a successful and comprehensive event or series of events.
Everything from site selection, automation or other equipment
requirements, the terrain model or maps you need, and developing
a list of participants has to be considered carefully when planning
a rehearsal.

Given that we had the time and elected to conduct two functional
rehearsals in addition to the main combined arms rehearsal,
LANDCOM’s invitation list was rather extensive. Each Corps
brought one or two representatives who could participate in
each of the functional rehearsals (Intel/Fires and Sustainment),
as well as their respective Commander and an operations plans
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representative who could bring it all together in the Combined
Arms ROC Drill. LANDCOM Commander (COM), Lieutenant
General J.T. Thomson, established clear intent, aim, objectives,
and purpose for the three related events in the calling
message, and provided a framework agenda and guidance
for participation for subordinate Corps. The inherent nature
of NATO’s parallel planning process requires very close
coordination, and ROC Drill preparation was no exception.
Functional area leaders in LANDCOM had to contact their
counterparts as early as possible to refine expectations and
presentation.
Internal
meetings amongst the
hosting
headquarters
were
invaluable
to
minimize duplication of
effort, and LANDCOM
conducted
several
rehearsals of each ROC

Drill session prior to
subordinate unit arrival
to refine each programme
and ensure we were able
to complete the event
to standard in the time
allotted.

Executing the
rehearsal
A
closely
cropped
agenda, sequence of
events,
script,
and
supporting
document/
projections are essential
to a successful rehearsal.
Leaders must be at least
partially
scripted
to
ensure that they deliver
the appropriate level of
detail and stay on task
in their allotted time, but
they must also be expert
enough in the plan and
their functional area to
clearly and concisely
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answer questions that fall outside the script and allow the
group to return to the task at hand. Copies of the final written
order, the Decision Support Matrix, and the Synchronization
Matrix are key tools that must be available during the
rehearsal the same way a unit must use them during the fight.
The Chief of Staff (COS) directs the staff on how to
establish the ROC Drill and much of the work falls to the G3
Operations and G2 Intelligence, but the rest of the staff must
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ensure that intelligence requirements and focus of fires are
synchronized and complementary between the Corps and
the MCLCC efforts. DCOS Support and the G4 take the lead
for the Sustainment rehearsal supported by the G3 and G2
who provide the friendly and adversary manouvre context.
In each event, the G2 portrays the enemy forces, actions and
other environmental variables in line with either the most
likely or dangerous course of action as directed by the COS or
COM. The G3 frames manouvre and in this case the MCLCC
level actions in support of the Corps before each Corps
Commander (or designated
representative)
described
their actions while physically
moving their forces on the
terrain model.

be heavily involved. Fires, Sustainment (Logistics, Medical,
Personnel), and Engineers all have large parts to play in both
the functional and combined arms rehearsal. Specialty staff
like the Communications Division and G9 must be involved
when their functional area has a large impact on the outcome
of the operation. The G3 and G2 are the primary staff officers
who will arrange and direct the Combined Arms Rehearsal on
behalf of the Deputy Chief of Staff (DCOS) for Operations,
COS and COM. They also share the responsibility for the
Intel/Fires rehearsal where dedicated functional experts

The designated LANDCOM
recorders catalogued both
discussion and potential
modifications to the plan/
OPORD as the ROC Drill
progressed. After the final
read back and confirmation
by the COM, G3 can then
publish an updated OPORD,
Decision Support Matrix, and
Synchronization Matrix as
required.

Conclusion
A properly executed rehearsal
or series of rehearsals is as
important as delivering a
reasonably well thought out
plan in the first place. These
events serve to validate the
plan, allow leaders across
multiple echelons to share
a
common
visualization
and focus their efforts on
potential friction points, and
provide the Commander with
a final opportunity to ensure
his intent is driving flexible,
agile subordinate plans and
action. ROC Drills are clearly
a mission command tool that
the NATO Alliance must
leverage in the land domain
to ensure future success
in any operation from
deterrence through defence. LC
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NATO LAND LOGISTIC
CONFERENCE 2020,
VIRTUAL EDITION

n May LANDCOM
hosted the annual NATO
Land Logistic Conference. This
was a rare opportunity for the NATO
logistic community to discuss policy changes,
engage in strategic considerations, and discuss new direction and
guidance for logistic planning across NATO. Due to the COVID-19
pandemic, the conference had to be rescheduled at short notice as
international travel became impossible.

By British Army Captain Gary MILLEN, LANDCOM G4

Deterrence and Defence of the Euro-Atlantic Area (DDA). The first
speaker, Brigadier General Theirry Poulette, who is the SHAPE
Assistant Chief of Staff for J4, provided an update on the current
status of major work-strands in SHAPE, the leading role SHAPE J4
was playing in developing a portfolio of various tasks as Enablement
of SACEUR’s AOR, Rapid Air Mobility, and fuel related issues.

Undeterred, the G4 Division at LANDCOM initiated a robust
contingency plan and the two day conference was able to go ahead
via VTC, with maximum attendance from all possible participants.
The conference, held over two days, was deconflicted against the
low manning priorities set by the pandemic response, while still
allowing for comprehensive discussions and presentations from a
dozen guest speakers.

Covering substantial concepts for NATO logistic planning, these
speakers were able to emphasise the significant points to the 40-50
personnel in attendance from across multiple locations. This ensured
a fully holistic understanding and a ‘cross brief’ to anticipate future
timings of target developments.

Day One

Day one came to a close with a presentation on NATO logistic training,
the objectives for the upcoming Exercises STEADFAST DEFENDER
21 and TRIDENT JUPITER 21, followed by a closing address from
Spanish Army Colonel Jose Moscoso, LANDCOM Assistant
Chief of Staff, G4.

The first day commenced with a welcoming address by Polish
Brigadier General Stanislaw Kaczyński, LANDCOM Deputy Chief
of Staff for Support, with an update on the Log C2 concept and

Day Two
LANDCOM took the reins for the topics of discussion on the
second day of the conference, with a back-brief to SHAPE and
Joint Logistics Support Group (JLSG) on the LANDCOM G4
understanding of the Theatre Land Component (TLC).
Lieutenant Colonel Carsten Junker detailed the concept of
TLC from the perspective of NCS-Adaptation. He outlined
the G4 Division’s mission and tasks, specifying which remain
unchanged in the TLC role.
The NATO Support and Procurement Agency (NSPA)
representative based at LANDCOM, Mr. Alpay Aslan, presented
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the actions NSPA has conducted to support NATO Military
Authorities (NMA), NATO Nations, and Partner Nations in the fight
against the COVID-19 outbreak, an enormous undertaking which
highlighted the support NATO and its partners were contributing to
the fight against the COVID-19 spread.

demonstrating
the fortitude and
resourcefulness of the G4
Division in its planning and execution.

Representatives from SJLSG delivered presentations on Logistic C2
Concept of Operations, Implications on Recognised Logistic Picture,
and Training and Exercises (TREX), including detailed planning details
on LOGFAS Training Limitation and Mitigation Measures.

Colonel Moscoso summarised his gratitude and appreciation in
his closing remarks. “Although I had hoped that we could have
all come together and met in person, I am pleased that this event
was successfully conducted by VTC from our respective locations,”
he said. “It has shown we can still operate in trying times, as your
professionalism can overcome any challenge.” LC

Presentations from NATO Rapid Deployable Corps (NRDC) Turkey,
who gave their planning considerations and calculations was followed
by an in-depth discussion on Exercises STEADFAST DEFENDER
21 and TRIDENT JUPITER 21. As the pandemic has rendered long
term planning as tentative, CONPLANS have been
developed for the exercises to ensure flexibility.
LANDCOM G4 rounded off the two-day conference
with a final presentation on a Land Standing
Concept of Requirement (COR) for Graduated
Response Plans (GRP). Italian Army Major Generoso
Gravina presented the emerging requirement for a
Land Standing COR for all GRPs in order to facilitate
the planning of logistics in the Land Domain. This
prolific idea garnered support from all participants
and established criteria for further development.

Under
Development

The two day NATO Land Logistic Conference
was a remarkable success despite the difficult
circumstances. With perseverance and enthusiasm,
the conference was received well by all participants,
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Problem Solving in a
Joint Multinational Headquarters:
Three Key Skills

By U.S. Army Major Mike RYBACKI, NRDC-Spain
German Army Lieutenant Colonel Sebastian KIEFER, NRDC-Spain

“E leven nations, one team” serves as the motto for the NATO

1) Follow a Process.

Rapid Deployable Corps - Spain (NRDC-ESP). At its most basic
level, the motto demonstrates the valued commitment of multiple
nations towards the collective defense against adversarial forces
and institutions. The motto also serves as a reminder of potential
challenges associated with mission accomplishment given a
diverse team with an even larger constituency.

2) Understand before Advocating.
3) Interests over Positions.

Follow a Process.
Doctrine, as defined by Allied Joint Publication - 01 (AJP-01), is
“the fundamental principles by which military forces guide their
actions in support of objectives.”2 The stated purpose of doctrine
is to “free joint force commanders (JFCs) and their staffs to focus
their efforts on solving problems at the tactical, operational
and strategic level.”3 This freedom is achieved because doctrine
provides staff members with the process to define problems,
generate options, and evaluate those options. Without baseline
tools, the Joint Force Commander and the staff assume risk in
duplication of efforts, inefficient systems, as well as a whole host
of other cognitive biases.

Problem solving at a multinational headquarters can be
complicated at nearly every step of the way: Defining the problem,
developing options, evaluating options, and achieving consensus
on an action plan. Those challenges may be further complicated
by the inherently joint roles and backgrounds of members.
Members of the headquarters, for many positive reasons, are
often assigned to the organization because of their diversity of
perspective, experience, and values. These attributes inevitably
focus a member’s attention, organize their mental processes, and
ultimately guide their actions. Theories such as Hofstede’s Five
Cultural Dimensions suggest that observable cultural differences
represent only the “tip of the iceberg” of already ingrained
organization culture1.

Leveraging doctrine as the “point of departure” enables efficiency
by reducing ambiguity for planning and problem solving. Members
unfamiliar with their organization can quickly contribute in a
meaningful way by adhering to a standardized, published process.
Doctrine fills this role. Additionally, doctrine provides cultural
perspective and a common professional language4, both of which
are necessary in a joint multi-national headquarters.

Organizations can and should draw from a number of frameworks
to mitigate dissonance. The purpose of this article, which is
written from the perspective of two field grade officers assigned
to the headquarters, is to consider which tools, frameworks and
skills apply to problem solving within NRDC-ESP and similarly
structured organizations. The three key skills that will be discussed
in greater detail are:

(1) Hofstede, Geert. Culture’s Consequences: International differences in work-related values.
Page 11.
(2) Allied Joint Publication-01 (AJP-01): Allied Joint Doctrine. Edition E, Version 1. NATO
Standardization Office, 2017. Page 1-1.

In the headquarters, two such guiding documents provide thorough
and detailed instructions on the process for solving problems in a
military headquarters. At the operational level, the Comprehensive
Operations Process Directive (COPD) details a six step problem
solving process to change a current system state5 into a desired
system state. At the tactical level, the NATO Tactical Planning
(3) Joint Publication 1 (JP-1): Doctrine for the Armed Forces of the United States. Page I-1.
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(4) Army Doctrinal Publication (1-01): Doctrinal Primer. Washington. Page 1-3.
(5) Allied Command Operations Comprehensive Operations Planning Directive. Version 2.0
Belgium, 2013.
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their counterparts’ perspective7. It is very easy to see how this
may happen in a joint, multinational headquarters where the
diversity of culture, experience and perspective is so great.

Process (NTTP), details seven steps for effective problem solving6.
When doctrine is utilized as the process to follow for problem
solving activities, headquarters can mitigate many of the challenges
associated with diversity of experience and perspective.

It likely also occurs due to a language barrier, both national
and experiential. With clear applicability for the NRDC-ESP
headquarters, the authors also suggest a model that can assist
teams in overcoming this potential communication challenge
called the “Ladder of Inference.” Hughes and Weiss adapted
Chris Argyris’ original ladder of inference into a three-level model
that explains how individuals very quickly reach conclusions and
advocate for a specific action.

Understand before Advocating.
Most organizations acknowledge the necessity of establishing
systems that facilitate communication during problem solving.
More productive organizations establish systems that encourage
effective communication, not just in the form of venue but also
in the form of process. Johnathan Hughes and Jeff Weiss explain
in Making Partnerships Work that communication often breaks
down when stakeholders in a conversation advocate from their
own perspective without fully understanding or acknowledging

First, individuals select data available to themselves, based on
their environment. This is the “pool” of consciousness, most
easily categorized by senses: sight, sound,
smell, taste and touch. Due to limitations
explained by bounded rationality, individuals
select only a small portion of all data
available at any given time. The human
mind cannot physically process all sensory
inputs, moreover it routinely decides when
it has received enough input and proceeds
to the second level. Second, the individual
interprets a select few of these data inputs
to be a specific pattern. That person has
now climbed up one step of the ladder.
Interpretations can be heavily influenced
by religious beliefs, family values, a person’s
childhood, attributes closely tied to a
person’s identity, and even their professional
experiences; any of the cultural dimension
factors identified by Hofstede.
As one can imagine, an Air Force officer,
a Navy officer and an Army officer could
all interpret tactical data in a different
manner. Similarly, an officer who has strong
multinational experience may interpret
selected data in a different manner than an
officer with limited multinational experience.
Often times, the way we see the world is
largely a function of where we sit8. Reaching
the “top of the ladder” enables the individual
to reach a conclusion and ultimately advocate
a specific action.
Argyrus’ ladder shows how two individuals
can arrive at very different conclusions
when drawing from the same pool of data
inputs. This conclusion causes the person
to make a decision and act. This model
reveals that action is derived from limited
data selected from a large pool that is
interpreted into recognized patterns based
on previous experience. Acknowledging this
dissonance, one might ask “How can two or
more people move past their individual and

(6) Allied Procedural Publication 28 (APP-28): Tactical Planning for Land Forces. Edition A.
Version 1.
(7) Hughes, Jonathan and Jeff Weiss. Making Partnerships Work: A Relationship Management
Handbook. Page 30.
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William Ury, Roger Fisher, and Bruce Patton in their book Getting
to Yes: Negotiating Agreement Without Giving In. Ury, Fisher, and
Patton first consolidated their work as professors and students at
Harvard School of Law to develop a common set of principles of
negotiation. More broadly, they aimed to address their perceived
global need for effective partnerships and reduced animosity
between leaders at every level. Of particular relevance to a
multinational headquarters, the authors explain and distinguish
between an interest and a position throughout collaborative
problem solving.

perhaps opposing conclusions to continue problem solving more
effectively together?” or “How can a person become aware of his
or her own steps up the ladder?”
Hughes and Weiss argue that the quick process of climbing the
ladder complicates problem solving when two individuals fail to
fully understand their counterparts reasoning for their conclusion.
They further argue that progress in problem solving often halts
due to individual’s inability to constructively navigate challenging
conversations where parties hold deeply rooted beliefs and
interpretations. Perhaps equally important in acknowledging
this cognitive process is the associated skill to navigate these
dilemmas. Hughes and Weiss explain it as a simple process, but
one that is not easy: Understand before advocating. It requires
both self-awareness and social skill to recognize “top of the
ladder” statements. It further requires discipline and humility to
understand prior to advocating. Individuals must first understand
their counterpart’s perception and only then advocate for their
own perception. Understand before advocating is one skill that
assists stakeholders in stepping down a ladder of inference. In
order to do this well, individuals should also strive to have fluency
in differentiating positions from interests.

Getting to Yes defines an interest as “…needs, desires, concerns,
and fears that motivate people.”9 It defines a position as
“something you have decided on or one method of satisfying
your interests.”10 Often times, problem solvers may confuse a
position with an interest due to their deeply rooted beliefs, most
likely developed through years of experience. A fundamental flaw
in problem solving is confusing these positions for interests and
then subsequently carrying these positions forward as facts. The
most effective organizations both distinguish between an interest
and positions as well as speak in terms of interests rather than
positions. In order to clarify an interest from a position, members
should ask themselves what underlying motivations inform
statements. The below example, while straightforward and broad,
serves to assist in explaining the concept.

Interests over Positions.
Problem solving can also slow down or halt not for a lack of
process, but for a lack of understanding during or throughout the
process. This lack of understanding during process is described by
(9) Fisher, Roger and William Ury, edited by Bruce Patton. Getting To Yes: Negotiating
Agreement Without Giving In. Page 41.
(10) Ibid.

A scenario to consider “interest over position” is as simple as a
married couple describing their desire to purchase an automobile.
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more frequently stakeholders communicate through positions the
further they isolate themselves from achieving a tenable solution.
Though a relatively simplified example, the above scenario
demonstrates the importance of understanding interests over
positions.

Imagine observing these two individuals at the kitchen table
where one asks the other, “Which vehicle should we buy?” The
spouse might respond with, “a Ford Focus,” or “a Mercedes C200.”
Other responses could be “a Volvo XC70” or even “a used Fiat.”
While all of these responses are reasonable and helpful for
conversation, they each represent a position. Each speaks to
underlying interests, though hidden.

Collaborative problem solving faces a multitude of barriers in
joint, multinational settings. While some of these challenges are
inherent and even beneficial, others genuinely hinder mission
effectiveness. When an organization uniformly implements and
adheres to published doctrine, the doctrine serves as the guiding
roadmap for process, and a template that can be adapted for
each specific scenario. Seeking first to understand is a skill that
can improve communication across the problem-solving process.
When various members of a multinational group reach different
conclusions, thereby driving different actions, individuals can
attempt to identify “top of the ladder” statements, as well as their
own formative interpretations of available information. When
interpretations and perceptions are better understood, there is a
greater likelihood of reaching a productive outcome.

Now imagine another approach, one where the point of departure
for the spouse and partner is, “What concerns or fears do we
have with the purchase of a vehicle?” One spouse might respond
with “financial responsibility (cost)” or “long term reliability
(maintenance),” whereas the other might respond with “safety
reliability” or “resale.” Why is there a difference in the responses?
A small change in language is designed to solicit interests rather
than positions. Once a team, or in this case the couple, has
appreciated the underlying interests, they should then transition
to developing options for consideration.
A key advantage of approaching problems in terms of interests
is that it allows members to develop a broader array of options
that can satisfy the collective group interests. When the opposite
is true, the problem-solving team artificially narrows the range
of possible options available for commander or team to select.
Discourse can more easily become strained and oppositional
when positions, rather than interest, dominate problem solving;
and this is due to the members not understanding the interest
behind every position. The authors of Getting to Yes assert that the

An awareness of a positional versus an interest-based approach
informs how leaders and individuals can seek to facilitate
discussion. The intent of this article is to provide further resources
and points of discussion for leaders to learn, experience, and later
reflect in their cycle of professional growth. It is the authors’ hope
that the lens of this perspective can add to the reader’s own while
he or she serves to meet the diverse needs of a joint multinational
headquarters. LC
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“Leading Virtual Teams
							 in the GRF”
By U.S. Air Force Major John SCHADE (NRDC-ESP) &
Spanish Army Major Elena PÉREZ (NRDC-ESP)

U

Virtual teams are a challenging new reality across the GRF, but
leaders can prepare to effectively lead these teams using a variety
of options. A survey of managers of virtual project teams found
that 65 percent had no training to prepare them to manage their
team. Clearly, the need for a better understanding of how to lead
virtual teams is evident. Leaders can best prepare to lead their
virtual teams by understanding what a virtual team is, recognizing
the challenges associated with virtual teams, and proactively
implementing techniques that can mitigate these challenges.

nder normal circumstances, planning for any type of NATO
certification exercise is a complex task. When NATO Rapid
Deployable Corps Spain’s (NRDC-ESP) planning team assembled
in March 2020 to begin the demanding work of Crisis Response
Planning (CRP) for VALIANT LYNX 2020 (VL20), their primary
goal of the CRP phase was to create a corps level operations
order for subordinate divisions and brigades. But soon after they
assembled, they quickly realized this would not be an ordinary
effort. The COVID-19 crisis imposed a new restriction for the
50-member team: No more than eight people were allowed to
occupy the same room, and they had to spaced out at a proper
physical distance of 1.5 meters. So, with almost no notice, the
VL20 planning team suddenly became a virtual team.

What is a “Virtual Team?”
A virtual team is “a team that operates outside the boundaries
of the traditional, one physical-location team.” The industrial
age created a rigid system in which all elements in the assembly

When NATO Graduated Response Force (GRF) elements, such as
the VL20 CRP, collaborate in
the same building, or tent, the
synergy of the team is clear.
However, this ability to work
face-to-face is a luxury that
is quickly fading away. The
complexity of multi-domain
operations requires a larger
staff that typically exceeds
traditional tent and conference
room spaces. But sometimes
environmental
conditions,
whether caused by belligerent
forces or a virus, present
a requirement for physical
separation. With synergy at risk,
staff workers must be prepared
to work as virtual teams.
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The RQ-4B and JTF HQ models are good examples of a well-defined
virtual team in which leaders have an established framework to
navigate. However, elements and teams within the GRF may not
always have the convenience of a predetermined framework to
operate virtually. The COVID-19 crisis has demonstrated the need
to be able to pivot to a virtual team instantly. The importance
of understanding the challenges of virtual teams has never been
more relevant for leaders than it is now.

process worked in the same building; the information age broke
that paradigm. Today, all teams are virtual to some extent, so
it can best be conceptualized as a continuum. On one end of
the continuum is a team that has never met in person and only
connects digitally. On the other end is a team that works in the
same physical space but exchanges emails to their team colleagues
who work down the hall.

Virtual teams in military operations

Challenges to Leading Virtual Teams

Virtual teams are already inherent to military operations as
coordination is often conducted across great distances by various
means. A typical mission for the virtual crew of a United States RQ4B aircraft, similar to NATO’s new RQ-4D, provides an excellent
example. For a flight that might last over 24 hours, synchronization
among four nodes at four discrete locations is required. A series
of briefings, teleconferences, and open microphone audio
interactions throughout the mission creates a virtual environment
in which specialized
experts across the
globe contribute to
a fully synchronized
mission. The launch
and recovery pilot is
at one location. The
mission pilot is at
a second location.
The
intelligence
exploitation
crew
at a third location.
Operational
level
command
and
control is at a
fourth location. This
four-location team
completes
the
mission despite the
fact that the crew
may have never met
face-to-face. These
virtual teams also
exist
throughout
GRF operations.

Virtual teams are still teams. They have many of the same
challenges as collocated teams, but physical distance amplifies
these problems. This was identified in a study that found
collaboration and interaction drops exponentially as teams are
separated by physical distance. As distance increases and teams
are only a kilometer apart, the effects on team interaction is
nearly the same as if the team were a thousand kilometers apart.

The fundamental problem leaders face is a loss of team synergy.
Defined as the ability to create effects that exceed contributions
of forces employed individually, synergy is of paramount concern
for the virtual team leader who wishes to maintain performance.
Factors that contribute to a loss of synergy in virtual teams
include a lack of trust, breakdown in communication, and loss of
commitment.

The Joint Task Force Headquarters (JTF HQ) is a typical example
of how virtual teams operate in the GRF. The command post is
split into several elements before it comes back together at a
later phase. Initially, an Operation Liaison and Reconnaissance
Team (OLRT) is deployed to gain situational awareness of a
crisis. The OLRT team leader reports to both the commander and
joint planners who are at separate locations. The OLRT gathers
information and relays it to the CRP via virtual mediums and
synchronized meetings. A Situation Center (SITCEN) is setup at
the headquarters home station and an Initial Command Element
(ICE) is deployed to the operational location. Together, these
elements collaborate as a virtual team to stand up the full JTF.
NRDC-ESP recently demonstrated this process in their JTF
certification exercise, TRIDENT JACKAL 2019, and subsequent
DEPLOYEX training exercises.

Loss of trust amongst members is a leading challenge to virtual
teams. A qualitative study of limitations of virtual teams revealed
that teams physically closer together have higher levels of trust.
The higher level of trust meant teams in close physical proximity
spent less time checking and rechecking tasks, yielding an increase
in efficiency. Furthermore, teams physically close to each other
have a better capability to hold each other accountable. Perhaps
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to the team’s synergy unless used deliberately. Each of the tools
available should be allocated for a specific purpose. It is not
enough to simply assign tools to purposes though; leaders must
also allocate time to train members on how to use the tools.
With no time to train, the CRP team acknowledged that tools
such as Skype for Business were not employed to the maximum
extent at first. However, the team quickly improved and was
able to successfully use the video conferencing software to
collaborate from individual officers within the headquarters while
maintaining COVID-19 distancing requirements. With the right
communication tools available, training, and clear guidance on the
purpose of each tool, a team will be on the right track to perform
cohesively. These tools open the door for open and transparent
communication which will leave as little to interpretation as
possible, a strong factor in maintaining a high level of commitment
among team members. Next, the virtual team leader must also
create a sense of normalcy for the virtual work environment to
mitigate trust issues.

this explains why 96 percent of team managers prefer to meet
face-to-face rather than have an entirely virtual team. Through
a single face-to-face encounter trust and accountability can be
better established.
The next challenge for leaders of virtual teams is communication.
Communication within NATO is already challenging due to
language barriers. Operations are planned and executed
using a language that is not native to the majority of NATO
members. Distance distorts communication even more. Whereas
traditional collocated teams have immediate context clues during
communication such as tones and body language, virtual teams
lose much of this important part of communication. Of note, the
actual words account for only seven percent of the impression
formed on a listener. This is why a quick email or text message
is often misinterpreted – they lack the nonverbal cues that are a
key component to effective communication. Additionally, virtual
teams often also lack opportunities to communicate informally.
Cafeteria conversations, watercooler chats, and post-meeting
informal meetings are lost.

The virtual work environment allows flexibility, but there is value
in maintaining some norms of a physical work environment. A
schedule can be established with “fully available” work times.
This is blocked times that all members of the team are available
to collaborate. The decreased lag time for responses will increase
trust for the team just as it would in a physical office space during
normal office hours. Normalcy can also be established with time
allocated for informal business. For instance, the first ten minutes
of a meeting can be designated as an open discussion before the
formal meeting begins. This can make up for the lost informal
discussions that are typical before and after a meeting at a
physical location. Informal time over VTC is also a chance to share
success stories and give an update on a team member that had
an important life event. It is also important though to reshape the
program of work, as not all the activities or functions require the
same level of attention. These measures increase accountability

One more challenge for virtual team leaders is to maintain a high
level of commitment among members during uncertain times.
In the COVID-19 context, there are four main factors that can
degrade commitment of virtual teams. First, individual factors
such as education, age, and culture affect commitment. Second,
organizational factors such as which staff section is in the lead and
which are in a supporting role affects an individual’s commitment.
Third is the job factor, as it is very different to be a full-time
planner versus an advisor whose input is limited to specialty
aspects of the plan. Fourth, home and family situations need to be
considered. Variables such as children in the household or another
telework partner may negatively affect the level of commitment.
Trust, communication, and commitment present challenges to
the virtual team, but leaders can mitigate these challenges with
several solutions.

How to Mitigate Virtual Team Challenges
If leaders understand what a virtual team is and recognize
the challenges that are inherent in their virtual team, they
will be well-positioned to introduce solutions that mitigate
those challenges. To mitigate challenges, the team leader
must think of himself as a gardener. In his book Team
of Teams, General Stanley McChrystal describes this
concept. The gardener grows nothing; he creates the environment
so plants can thrive. A virtual team leader must avoid dictating
each move, a feat that would become more difficult as members
become more virtual. Instead, the effort must be on “gardening”
the virtual team, shaping the virtual work environment so team
members can thrive. The team leader can do this by establishing
communication tools, creating a sense of normalcy, setting rules,
and heeding several other lessons learned from NRDC-ESP’s
virtual planning teams.

and transparency, which is directly related to trust amongst team
members.
The virtual team leader can continue a gardening approach for
his team by setting clear rules for virtual interactions. Requiring
uniforms for VTC participants operating from home puts team
members in the right psychological mindset. Although multitasking
during formal meetings over VTC may be tempting to team
members, full engagement must be a requirement as it would be
in a meeting at a physical location. Asynchronous communication,
such as messaging tools, facilitate teamwork but boundaries must
be clear on when these tools can be used. Finally, meetings over
virtual platforms can be cumbersome if rules are not established.

First, the virtual team leader should establish the communication
tools necessary to function as a team. VTCs, messaging services,
teleconferences, and email are simply tools and do not add value
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this procedure, leaders should consider information technology
availability, national recommendations, operational security, and
identify critical personnel.

For instance, a moderator should be assigned for each meeting.
While there are certainly more examples, the key takeaway for
virtual team leaders is that more rules may be necessary when
migrating from the physical to virtual work environment. As with
creating a sense of normalcy, setting virtual team rules fosters
trust through more transparency and accountability.

Prepare, Recognize, & Implement
The VL20 CRP team was able to demonstrate flexibility and
function as a virtual team. Team members acknowledged
that collaboration was more challenging and distance created
difficulties in team cohesion, but the goal was achieved: A Corps
level operations order was created for subordinate divisions
and brigades. Now, GRF units face even larger challenges. With
COVID-19 restrictions, NATO is more virtual than it ever has been
in its long and prestigious history.

Establishing communication tools, creating a sense of normalcy,
and setting rules are great ways to create a healthy environment
for virtual team leaders, but there were many more lessons
learned at NRDC-ESP during the COVID-19 transition to
telework. Virtual team leaders should establish the desired
results while letting individual team members decide how to
best achieve them. Next, it is important to update the continuity
plan. Update this plan with the impact of the crisis on the
headquarters’ performance and review priorities in terms of
activities, functions, use of information technology, etc. Appoint
a planning coordinator or team with defined responsibilities
for planning and preparedness and establish a performance
continuity steering committee that ensures the continuity
plan aligns to the commander’s direction and guidance and
includes involvement from necessary functional areas of the
headquarters. An additional lesson learned is the value of being
able to dynamically reshape the headquarters structure and
function, so that the main activities and tasks can be addressed
effectively and efficiently, depending on the nature and extent of
the contingency. Finally, preparing an emergency communication
procedure will facilitate the transition to virtual teams. Within

Leaders can prepare to lead virtual teams by understanding
what a virtual team is, recognizing the challenges associated
with virtual teams, and proactively implementing techniques
that can mitigate these challenges. A proactive virtual team
leader can alleviate trust, communication, and commitment
issues by establishing communication tools, creating normalcy,
setting rules, and considering the other approaches that were
recommended. The iconic military strategist Sun Tzu said, “In the
midst of chaos, there is also opportunity.” Chaos may drive the
need to work as a virtual team, but leaders can seek opportunities
in the midst of the chaos. LC
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Leadership Change
IZMIR, Turkey – Lieutenant General Roger L. Cloutier Jr. (U.S.
Army) assumed command of Allied Land Command (LANDCOM)
from Lieutenant General J.T. Thomson (U.S Army) in a socially
distanced ceremony held Tuesday August 4, 2020 in front of
military leaders from across the NATO Alliance, soldiers, diplomats,
and distinguished members of the local community. General Tod
D. Wolters (U.S. Air Force), Supreme Allied Commander Europe
(SACEUR), presided over the ceremony.

General Tod D. Wolters, Supreme Allied Commander Europe
(SACEUR), officiated the ceremony between the two senior
officers, both whom he considered as “legends” of their craft.
Among his heartfelt farewell for Lieutenant General Thomson
and his hearty welcome to Lieutenant General Cloutier was a
final note for the men and women of LANDCOM.
“Peace, in 2020, is really difficult. We’ve got a lot of security
challenges in the security environment. We’ve got COVID-19,”
said General Wolters. “But as long as we have soldiers like the
ones in LANDCOM that continue to put one foot in front of
the other and focus, with vigilance, on the mission, we’ll have
the peace that we’ve enjoyed for seven decades, and it will
continue in perpetuity.”

LANDCOM’s new top officer recently commanded U.S. Army
Africa / Southern European Task Force in Vincenza, Italy. He said
his experiences there helped prepare him for taking on his new
role in NATO.
“In my previous assignment I focused on building relationships,
readiness, and interoperability with our Soldiers, Western Allies,
and partners through complex and dynamic training. I look
forward to carrying the lessons I learned during my two years
there to continue the great work this command has been doing
under J.T.’s leadership.“

In his closing remarks, Lieutenant General Thomson emphasized
the importance of LANDCOM to NATO land forces.
“History teaches us that strength deters aggression,” he said.
“Given today’s threats in an era of great power competition, it
is incumbent on land forces to be ready and strong.”

In his farewell address, Lieutenant General Thomson, who is
retiring after more 34 years of military service, offered words of
gratitude for LANDCOM’s host nation, the Republic of Turkey, and
the people of Izmir.

Lieutenant General Cloutier, the fifth commander to take the
leadership reigns at LANDCOM, also recognized the LANDCOM
team charged with accomplishing their challenging mission.
“The strength of this command lies in its bench of diverse
leaders and service members from all over the world, working
shoulder-to-shoulder under the NATO flag in a united effort
for collective defense and for the preservation of peace and
security,” he said. LC

“LANDCOM is very fortunate to be based at this strategic location
on the Aegean coast. Our soldiers, sailors, airmen, marines, civilians,
and families from 25 nations are warmly embraced, and we are
extremely appreciative for the incredible and unwavering support,”
said Lieutenant General Thomson. “Izmir is truly home away from
home, and I will never forget your genuine kindness and hospitality.”
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”LANDCOM is very fortunate to be based at this strategic location
on the Aegean coast. Our soldiers, sailors, airmen, marines, civilians,
and families from 25 nations are warmly embraced, and we are
extremely appreciative for the incredible and unwavering support,”
said Lieutenant General Thomson. “Izmir is truly home away from
home, and I will never forget your genuine kindness and hospitality.”

“Peace, in 2020, is really difficult. We’ve got a lot of security
challenges in the security environment. We’ve got COVID-19,” said
General Wolters. “But as long as we have soldiers like the ones in
LANDCOM that continue to put one foot in front of the other and
focus, with vigilance, on the mission, we’ll have the peace that we’ve
enjoyed for seven decades, and it will continue in perpetuity.”

“In my previous assignment I focused on building relationships,
readiness, and interoperability with our Soldiers, Western Allies, and
partners through complex and dynamic training. I look forward to
carrying the lessons I learned during my two years there to continue
the great work this command has been doing under J.T.’s leadership.“
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